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EMC…15 years after the Directive. The Journal takes a
look back and where EMC is today.

We would welcome your inputs and contributions to this
article, please send information direct to:
alan.hutley@nutwooduk.co.uk

How has the EMC directive affected your business?

What were you doing before the directive came into
effect?

Do you feel enough is being done on enforcement?

How many of your customers are fully aware of the
necessity for compliance with the directive?

Do Trade Associations give it enough attention?

Do you think it has now gone by its sell buy date?

Just some of the points you might like to comment on,
we are sure there are many more.

Next Issue - Published 1st February 2011
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Accelonix announces
relocation to Cambridge

Accelonix has announced the relocation of
its UK offices to a new headquarters in
Cambridge. Located within the prestigious
Granta Park science park and within easy
reach of the M11 and Stansted Airport, the
new office benefits from extended
demonstration facilities, meeting rooms and
conference space and perfectly reflects the
needs of the growing Accelonix business.

Accelonix supplies customers with leading
edge technology and cleverly engineered
advantages, helping you stay ahead of your
competitors. They specialise in supplying
equipment and services to the Micro-
electronics, Test and Surface Mount
industries and are regularly developing
existing product lines as well as introducing
new suppliers and technologies.

Visit the website www.accelonix.co.uk for
further information on products, services and
latest news.

Rohde & Schwarz has been pleased with the
early market response to its recent entry into
the oscilloscope market. Oscilloscopes being
one of the largest areas in the test and
measurement market, it was a very attractive
business opportunity.

However, as Frank Mackel (Managing
Director, Rohde & Schwarz UK) explained
this is not the first time the company had
attempted something like this. In the late
1980s, R&S had entered the spectrum
analyser market and today are the market
leader. The goal for oscilloscopes is the same.
That is why the company did not just build a
standard oscilloscope but looked at existing
products on the market to find ways in which
they could be improved. Parameters like
acquisition speed and quick hardware-
accelerated analysis was heavily researched
upon, hence a dedicated asic designed
specifically for intensive parallel processing
was used to improve the capture rate by
twenty times over anything else available on
the market.

Frank Mackel, Managing Director,
Rohde & Schwarz UK

As to market reaction, he said the feedback
has been very positive. A lot of customers
valued having a large European test and
measurement company in this area. The
challenge now is getting the message out. It
is about making people aware that R&S are
offering these products and seeing what
benefits they can get, at the same time the
company is listening to user and market
needs.
www.rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz - the next market leader in oscilloscopes

Rohde & Schwarz, a leading supplier of RF test & measurement
(T&M) equipment, has announced a cooperative agreement with the
Belgian company NMDG, a highly specialized provider of nonlinear
network analysis solutions, that will allow Rohde & Schwarz to
expand its extensive network analysis portfolio of nonlinear
measurement solutions.

Today’s advanced RF components and systems need to support
complex modulation techniques and accommodate even wider
transmission bandwidths. The goal is to achieve higher data
throughput while simultaneously lowering power consumption.

Dr. Marc Vanden Bossche, the founder of NMDG, says, “Together
with Rohde & Schwarz, we have provided test solutions for analyzing
nonlinear components since 2008. As a system integrator, NMDG
uses T&M equipment from Rohde & Schwarz to produce advanced
characterization systems. We are looking forward to collaborating
even more closely with this partner on the joint development and
propagation of nonlinear network analysis.”

As a leading manufacturer of vector network analyzers,
Rohde & Schwarz offers a complete portfolio ranging from budget-
priced general purpose instruments for the RF range through high-
end instruments covering frequencies up to 500 GHz.
Rohde & Schwarz has also achieved a number of significant
milestones, including the world’s first vector network analyzer (1950),
the first network analyzer with eight ports (2005) and the first true
four-port vector network analyzer up to 67 GHz (2010).
www.rohde-schwarz.com
www.nmdg.be

Rohde & Schwarz and NMDG join forces to
expand network analysis portfolio for nonlinear

measurements

Will Rohde & Schwarz be able to emulate their entry to the
 spectrum analyser market?
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Cobham Technical Services’ Opera 3D
electromagnetic field simulator is playing a
vital role in the design of an innovative hybrid
magnet being developed by the USA’s
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory
(NHMFL) in Tallahassee, Florida.

The NHMFL – popularly known as the
MagLab – is home to some of the largest and
most powerful laboratory magnets in the
world. Headquartered in a 370,000-square-
foot complex at Florida State University, the
facility provides scientists and engineers with
a unique environment in which to conduct
experiments involving very high energy
magnetic fields.

Many of the innovative magnets used at the
MagLab are designed and built on-site, by
the facility’s Magnet Science & Technology
group. One of the latest additions, currently
early in its construction, is a Series-
Connected Hybrid (SCH) magnet designed
to provide unprecedented power efficiency
and field homogeneity. Development of this
resistive-superconducting hybrid magnet is
being funded by an $11.7 million grant from
the US National Science Foundation, and the
magnet will be used for research purposes in
high field nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), condensed matter physics, biology
and chemistry.

The SCH uses a water-cooled Florida-Bitter
resistive magnet – a highly innovative
technology developed by the MS&T group,
capable of generating high magnetic field
strengths more efficiently than alternative
means – nested within a superconducting
magnet that is cooled by liquid helium. The
two magnets are connected in series and

together create a very high intensity central
magnetic field of 36 tesla. The SCH is
connected to a 650 V supply and has an
operating current of 20,000 A; this 13 MW
power consumption is 66 percent less than
what would be required for an all-resistive
magnet providing the same field and bore.

The Opera-3D electromagnetic simulator
from Cobham Technical Services was used
to aid the design of the SCH magnet and its
shielding.

Electromagnetic shielding of the SCH is
provided by a set of eight magnetically soft,
100 mm thick iron plates which form an
octagonal wall around the entire magnet
system. The magnetic properties of these
shields were characterised by a B-H curve,
obtained by using Opera 3D.

According to Iain Dixon, Research Associate
at the Magnet Science & Technology
division, “We chose to use Opera v12.0 to
evaluate the 3D magnetic field uniformity and
fringe fields of the SCH because the simulator
is accurate and fast. The inner coils of the

Field measurements on SCH
electromagnetic fields

Electromagnetic Field Simulator helps speed characterisation of innovative hybrid magnet
SCH are of Florida-Bitter type with
essentially non-uniform current densities. To
emulate this, we subdivided each coil into a
large number of radially thin coils with
uniform current densities, and the whole coil
system was generated by use of an external
program called by Opera from command
line.”

Opera 3D has also been used for a variety of
other performance-related studies on the
SCH, including evaluating the magnetic
fields around the magnet’s HTS (high
temperature superconductor) vapour-cooled
leads, and calculating eddy currents in the
thermal radiation shields surrounding the
superconducting coil. In the latter case, these
calculations are of critical importance; during
fast discharge of the magnet – such as in the
case of a quench – eddy currents can exert
large mechanical forces on the shields, and
they therefore need to be accurately simulated
for safety.

The SCH promises to set a new standard in
powered magnet performance. Its efficiency
means that it will have a lower operating cost
than any other magnet in its class, and its
innovative magnet configuration should
provide an unprecedented level of field
homogeneity and stability. Such is the design
expectation that the MagLab is already
involved in two further variations of the SCH;
one other under construction is destined for
the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin where it will
be used for neutron-scattering experiments,
the other in design is for the Spallation
Neutron Source at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee.
www.cobham.com/technicalservices

GTEM User
Group Meeting

The next meeting of the
GTEM User Group will

be held on 5th April 2011.

Go to:
www.gtemuser.org.uk

for more details.

Goodrich Corporation gyroscopes have
successfully passed in-orbit testing on the
European Space Agency's (ESA) Earth
Explorer CryoSat-2 satellite during a mission
to detect shifts in global ice cover. The
Goodrich Micro Electro-Mechanical System
(MEMS) gyros were the smallest ever flown
by ESA and were used to monitor the
satellite's rate of spin. They were integrated
into the SiREUS rate sensor to form Europe's
first MEMS-based device to be used for space
vehicle navigation.

“This sensor is based on a new concept and
the flight experiment was very important for
proving its feasibility.” explained Daniele
Temperanza of ESA's Control Systems
Division. “The CryoSat-2 project offered the
opportunity to gain flight heritage. The
satellite's precision ice measurements rely on

knowing its orbital position and attitude very
precisely requiring highly accurate navigation
sensor performance.”

At the heart of the SiREUS rate sensor are
three 1-square-centimeter (0.155-square-
inch) MEMS gyros from Plymouth, UK-
based Atlantic Inertial Systems (AIS), which
was acquired by Goodrich in December 2009.
Running on just six watts and weighing only
750 grams (1.65-pounds), the gyros are
development extensions of units already used
worldwide for automotive electronic stability
control. Their evolution for space was backed
through ESA's Technology Programmes with
three UK-based industrial partners: Selex
Galileo, AIS and Systems Engineering and
Assessment (SEA). SiREUS is now being
made available commercially through Selex
Galileo.   www.goodrich.com

Goodrich Supplies Europe's First MEMS Gyros for
Space Navigation
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Editor’s note: The volume of potential
Banana Skins that I receive is much
greater than can possibly be published
in the Journal, and no doubt they are just
the topmost tip of the EMI iceberg. Keep
them coming! But please don’t be
disappointed if your contribution doesn’t
appear for a while, or at all. I need at
least eight pages in every EMC Journal
just to keep up!

EMI and RFID down on the farm
At long last a banana skin of my very
own!  I was lately called to a dairy farm
as they were experiencing  difficulties
with their RFID equipment detecting the
presence of the cows in the milking
parlour, although when first installed the
equipment had worked perfectly.

I drove out to the farm on a dank morning
and having driven the last 100 yards over
a sea of cow pats I reached a spotless cow
corral and parlour.

It had just been automatically scraped
and washed and effluent gathered into a
slurry pit.  This was an impressive set-up
as several hundred cows had to be milked
twice daily. The cows were funnelled
through a plate antenna to their milking
cubicle.  All the human had to do was
clean the teats and attach the suckers. As
the cows went through the plates the tag
on the cow’s ear was charged up and then
the RFID chip radiated the cow’s details.
When a cow was installed in the cubicle
(one of 50 such) the cubicle rotated to
present the next cubicle for the next cow.
The cow would be milked before the 360
degrees were completed and the suckers
removed so that the cubicle was vacated
for the next animal.   The milk from the
cow was cooled and measured and
pumped to a central location for
collection by the creamery whilst the
statistics on the cow were gathered.  All
very automated and efficient.

After 3 months of operation however,
suddenly the cows had to be within 10cm
of the antenna before it would detect
them.  The RFID frequency of operation
was relatively low and a check revealed
that RFID signal was every bit as strong
as the specification detailed.    However
what was noticed was that the
background signal level at that frequency
was particularly high. Time to switch off

everything and see what the actual
background signal level was.

When this was discovered to be normal,
one pump at a time was switched on (out
of a total of 7).   The first pump did not
add to the background signal level, but
the second did, as did all the others.
Investigation showed that the first pump
was a later version than the others and
had its EMC filter built in.    The others
all had an external filter as recommended
by the supplier.   Spare filters were on
hand and when one was replaced (at
100euro) the background signal level was
seriously reduced.

Replacing all filters brought the system
back to its original condition and cows
could be easily detected again.

Job nearly done except to decide what
could have damaged all the filters?
Something inborne on the mains supply
was the obvious culprit.  The farmer was
proudly showing me the rest of the system
including the new 300kW standby
generator recently installed when
warning bells rang in my mind and sure
enough the trouble would seem to only
have started after the generator was
installed and tested.

How easily can new improvements
interfere with an existing set-up!  It all
seems a long way from when Daisy or
Buttercup was greeted personally by the
farmer each day.
(Kindly sent in on the 26th August 2010
by Tom O’Brien B.E., ElectroMagnetic
Technologies Ltd., Inniscarra, Cork,
Ireland, www.emtcork.biz. Fame at last,
even if it is only Banana Skin fame.)

Robots that move on their own
Well between us we certainly managed
to do something, the company made
robots that would intermittently move on
their own, and I was given to believe this
had been a problem for many years. Your
visit helped to persuade them to part with
serious money. They bought a piece of
EMC test equipment and discovered it
was spikes coming down the mains that
set things off. The whole diagnostic
process only took about 2 hours!
(Extract from a private email in
November 2010, from P.R. of PS Envisage
Ltd, ps.envisage@btinternet.com)

RF modulation blows up power
supply
I can positively state that in rare
occasions equipment can be susceptible
to different modulations.

I have experienced this (in a BIG way)
when a three-phase power supply failed
during EMC testing when the modulation
was changed from 1kHz to 2.2kHz.

The power supply, which was part of a
system of equipment, failed resulting in
a dead short across the supply. Some of
the interior components vaporised (wire
wound resistor – the wire vanished) and
the aluminium cladding had a large
“lump” missing.

The cause was the RF getting into the
power supply where it was demodulated
(AM modulation) – it was the 2.2kHz that
actually caused the problem in the control
circuit, switching on all the HEXFET’s
at the same time and producing the short
across three phases.
(Kindly sent in by “Anonymous” in
October 2010. Apparently the power
supply had no internal fuses and he (or
she!) forgot to add external fuses when
testing, resulting in a more spectacular
bang than would otherwise have been the
case. Hence the desire to remain
anonymous. As we all know, these sorts
of oversights are great teachers –
providing we survive them.)

Deaths caused by EMI with
some early electronic ABS systems
Years ago, while employed by Centralab,
I did a study and design work for X (a
large and well-known automotive
manufacturer) on their first anti-skid
braking systems. These were installed in
big trucks and there were a number of
accidents (some fatal).

Turned out, that police radio (in particular
California Highway Patrol) transmitters
were the culprit. Actually, the real culprit
was lack of filtering in the X braking
system electronics package which we
corrected.
(Kindly sent in, on 29th October 2010,
by Professor Robert Stevenson, PE,
Senior Scientist, Greatbatch Medical,
Inc., Santa Clarita, California. Bob was
Chief EMI filter engineer at Centralab
at the time of the events reported above.)
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Britain vulnerable to space
nuclear attack or ‘solar flare’ storm
Dr Fox highlighted warnings from
scientists that essential infrastructure
such as satellites, could be paralysed by
a once-in-a-century solar flare. Rogue
states such as North Korea and Iran could
use nuclear weapons to attack Britain’s
vital communications and electricity
networks from space, a security
conference heard.

In a stark warning, Dr Liam Fox warned
countries that sought nuclear capabilities
could attack Britain from the upper
atmosphere instead of through more
traditional “nuclear strikes”. The Defence
Secretary disclosed that British officials
believe such an attack involving a nuclear
detonation would destroy vital electronic
systems by producing an electromagnetic
pulse.

Dr Fox also told the international
conference on the vulnerability of
electricity grids around the world to
natural disaster and hostile attack, that
an impending “solar flare” space storm
could produce just as much damage to
communication networks. He highlighted
warnings from scientists that essential
infrastructure could be paralysed by a
once-in-a-century solar flare.

But Dr Fox warned that terrorists might
seek to employ such methods. He urged
the public to take greater heed of the
threat. “I think it’s a subject that we need
to give a good deal more attention to, not
least because we are in an era where there
are those who seem to believe that we
can choose to enter or not enter certain
conflicts, and also because we live in a
world where proliferation is becoming
more not less the case,” he said.

“And when we are discussing North
Korea or Iran, for example, people need
to understand there are other risks than
just what we would consider the sort of
nuclear strike we saw in Nagasaki or
Hiroshima. The range of risks out there
are many fold and I think we need to
make that extremely apparent to the
public.”

Dr Fox’s comments on Monday came at
the summit of scientists and security
advisers who believe the infrastructure
that underpins modern life in Western
economies is potentially vulnerable to
electromagnetic disruption.

The Daily Telegraph disclosed on
Saturday that that one “nightmare
scenario” being privately discussed by
senior defence figures involves Iran
successfully detonating a nuclear device
high over Europe.

The Coalition’s Strategic Defence and
Security Review is considering potential
weaknesses in Britain’s defences against
hi-tech attack or disruption. Conventional
military units, cyberwarfare and other
technology-driven capabilities are likely
to get more money when the review is
concluded.

Much of the Ministry of Defence’s
planning focuses on the risk of a hostile
state exploding a nuclear weapon in
space, creating a sudden, intense burst of
electromagnetic energy called a high
altitude electromagnetic pulse, Dr Fox
said. But planning was also for the “solar
flare” storm that scientists, including
those from Nasa, believe could hit the
Earth within a few years.

The Daily Telegraph disclosed earlier this
year that Nasa scientists believe Britain
could face widespread power blackouts
and be left without critical
communication signals for long periods
of time, after the earth is hit by a once-
in-a-generation “space storm”.

Dr Fox insisted the threat of such a
nuclear attack was “low”, but that the
Government was working internationally
with telecoms, energy and transport
companies to increase resilience. “With
reliance, for instance on technology,
comes vulnerability, and vulnerability
can invite attack,” he said. “Our wider
reliance on digital technologies will not
have gone unnoticed among those who
would mean us harm.” “We will need to
ensure that those same technological
innovations that provide advantage do
not become our Achilles’ heel.”

The Westminster meeting was jointly
hosted by the Electric Infrastructure
Security Council (http://
www.empcoalition.org/) and the Henry
Jackson Society, a think-tank.
(From an article by Andrew Hough in
the Daily Telegraph, 20 September 2010,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/
space/8014444/Britain-vulnerable-to-
space-nuclear-attack-or-solar-flare-
storm-conference-told.html. First
mentioned in Interference Technology,
http://www.interferencetechnology.com/

lead-news/article/british-defense-chief-
warns-of-emp-threat.html)

U.S. Joint Force Survivability
Hinges On New Jammer
The universe is shaped by a handful of
fundamental forces such as gravity and
the “strong force” that binds atoms. Only
one of these forces has proven to be
highly malleable in the hands of human
beings: electromagnetism. The skillful
application of electromagnetism to every
facet of human activity has made it the
motive force of modern civilization.
Electricity and electronics are ubiquitous
in commerce and culture, and they have
come to define the way we wage war.
Success in combat today is largely about
exploiting the electromagnetic spectrum
while denying its use to adversaries.
Unfortunately, some of our tools for
doing so have grown obsolete at a time
when enemies have more warfighting
options than ever before thanks to the
information revolution.

A case in point is the main airborne
jamming system currently used by the
joint force. It was conceived in the 1960s
and fielded in the 1970s to counter hostile
radars and communications systems, but
technology has come a long way since
then. Vacuum tubes have given way to
integrated circuits, mechanically-steered
radars have been replaced by phased
arrays, and circuit-switched
communications links are rapidly being
supplanted by packet-switched networks.
In this rapidly changing world, the joint
force needs a better jammer to keep up
with the increasingly sophisticated moves
of enemies. The program the Pentagon
has created to meet this need is called
the Next Generation Jammer.

The basic purpose of jammers is to deny
enemies effective use of the radio-
frequency portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This can be done by simply
overwhelming the relevant frequencies
with so much energy that weaker signals
cannot be heard, or it can be done more
subtly by generating deceptive
transmissions mimicking features of the
hostile signal. Either way, jammers
produce important intelligence about
threats because they must be able to
accurately detect and analyze hostile
signals in order to counter them.
Precision is crucial since the hostile
signals cannot be defeated unless
jammers transmit with sufficient power
in the frequency ranges where the enemy
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is operating. On the other hand, if the
power is too great and spills over into
adjacent frequencies it can impair the
transmissions of friendly forces.

The latter problem, called fratricide, has
become a chronic issue with the current
jammer. It sometimes interferes with
global-positioning signals and datalinks
on which the joint force depends. It also
lacks the capacity to generate a sufficient
number of jamming beams to cover all
the threats in the increasingly dense
electronic battlefield. More broadly, the
basic architecture of the current jammer
lacks the scalability, flexibility and
supportability to cope with emerging
threats. Some of the 2,500 jamming pods
currently in use are nearly 40 years old,
meaning they are hard to maintain and
lack features needed to deal with today’s
digital dangers.

The Next Generation Jammer program
was conceived to develop a modular
jamming system that could cope with any
radio-frequency threat likely to appear
for decades to come. It will integrate both
military and commercial technologies in
an open architecture that can be easily
upgraded as threats warrant while
providing greater frequency coverage,
radiated power, steering agility and
operational availability to the joint force.
It will also manage power levels and
signal transmissions to minimize
fratricide. The requirement for such a
system appears to be well understood by
policymakers, but it must be fielded soon
if the joint force is to avoid being
overwhelmed by the digital onslaught of
diverse adversaries.
(From a article by Loren B. Thompson,
Ph.D., October 13, 2010,
www.defpro.com/news/details/18669/.
First reported by Interference
Technology magazine,  http://
www.interferencetechnology.com/lead-
news/article/us-joint-force-survivability-
hinges-on-new-jammer.html on October
14, 2010)

Stray capacitance causes laptop
problem
You might be interested in a small
problem I had with a Modbus system. The
client asked the university could someone
show them how to automate their product
testing. My proposed solution was to use
RTDs and read them out via Modbus over
RS485 and LabView. I purchased a cheap
class II 24V power supply for powering
the Modbus IO unit. I was also using a

fully isolated RS485/RS232 -USB
converter that claims DC isolation up to
3kV, and is powered from the USB bus
only (www.audon.co.uk/usb101i.html).

The link was working fine when the
laptop was running off battery, but died
when the class 1 power supply was
plugged into the laptop. It was discovered
that the cheap power supply was taking
the 0V up to half mains and had a touch
current of 240µA. When the USB was
grounded via the laptop 9 V AC was
being dropped between the 0V and the
RS485 bus, presumably via the protection
diodes on the RS485 driver on the
Modbus IO unit. 1V AC was being
dropped across the RS485 unit between
the USB ground and the RS485 bus.

The system worked correctly when the
0V on the Modbus unit was connected to
the RS232 shell on the serial to USB
converter. It seems that the isolated DC/
DC power converter has a stray input-
to-output capacitance of about 6.3nF,
enough to allow 240µA to flow at 50Hz
from a source voltage of 120V. Would
you expect such a converter to have a
ground terminal so you could connect the
cable shield to it?
(From a correspondence with James
Salisbury, September 2010.)

Electric scooter charger causes
EMI
A colleague at work recently purchased
a battery powered scooter. He found that
the battery charger interfered with his
terrestrial digital and analogue TV and
his satellite system refused to work at all.
He reported the interference to the
importer but the battery chargers that they
had in their own stock also caused
interference.

At my suggestion he asked for a CE
Declaration of Conformity, which he
never received. After several weeks
without being offered a solution, he
contacted the local retailer prior to
contacting Trading Standards and he was
immediately offered his money back,
which he accepted immediately.

It seems he was not the only person to
complain about interference from the
battery charger. One of his neighbours
also purchased the same type of scooter
at the same time and he has received
complaints of interference from the
people living on the other side of the
road.

My colleague has learnt from this
experience and has bought a petrol-
engine scooter.
(Kindly sent in by Richard Harris C.Eng.,
MIET, of PIPS Technology Ltd, on the
15th October 2010.)

Europe’s SMOS satellite is
struggling with interference
Despite continued interference issues,
Europe’s SMOS satellite is transmitting
valuable new data on the way water is
cycled across the globe.

The satellite was launched in November
to track changes in the wetness of soils
and the salinity of the oceans using a
microwave antenna.

The detailed maps will soon be released
for the eyes of the scientific community.
But there are still some issues as SMOS
is blinded by radar networks and media
links in some areas of the world.

The radio frequency interference is
proving to be a frustration for the team.
The part of the electromagnetic spectrum
in which SMOS sees the planet is
supposed to be reserved for Earth
observation.

The problem zones are most notable in
Southern Europe, the Middle East and
along the Asian continent.

Dr. Yann Kerr, one of the SMOS principal
investigators, told BBC News that these
interferences are damaging the signal
over a much larger area. Interferences in
Africa, for example, particularly in
Khartoum and South Africa, are affecting
a good part of Africa, he added.

And Africa is “one of the areas of the
world where information on soil moisture
for better water resources management
is crucial. So it’s really a hindrance,” Kerr
told BBC.

The European Space Agency satellite will
complete its commissioning phase in the
next month, and the first results from early
observations were presented at the
European Geosciences Union meeting.
SMOS has a single instrument – an
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interferometric radiometer called Miras.
Miras measures nearly 26 feet across and
has the appearance of helicopter rotor
blades.

Miras measures changes in the moisture
content of the soil and ocean salinity by
studying variations in the natural
microwave emissions (L-band) that rise
from the surface of the planet. Tracking
of these emissions will have broad
applications, but should improve weather
forecasting and warnings of extreme
events, such as droughts or deluges.

Early data received suggests that Miras
is performing relatively well. It has
mapped out subtle features that will be of
huge importance to hydrologists,
meteorologists and oceanographers, as
well as other fields.

During a recent rain event that soaked
much of eastern Australia, Miras observed
how the soil dried out over the days that
followed.

“In several instances, we had phenomena
that we identified but which seemed
highly improbable,” said Dr Kerr. “We
saw banana-shaped features in the data
and we wondered if it was a problem with
the instrument or RFI. But then we looked
with rain radars and saw exactly the same
pattern, so it was obviously a rain event.”

SMOS is also transmitting some
fascinating data on the polar regions.
Scientists can recognize where ice thins
at the rocky edges of Antarctica. They are
even able to see melt-water sitting on top
of sea-ice.

The observations made using SMOS and
Miras will be very useful to researchers
studying changes in the cryosphere.

Progress is also being made in dealing
with the man-made emissions that are
interfering with Miras operational
frequencies.

The European Space Agency is working
with different authorities around the world
– such as the International
Telecommunications Union – to try to
identify the sources of interference and
shut them down. The SMOS team is also
learning how to tune its algorithms to
filter out some of the interferences.

The United States is also showing support
for the cause. The US is expected to
launch two L-band missions of its own

this decade. SMAP will measure soil
moisture, and Aquarius will monitor water
salinity. The effort will be a joint venture
with Brazil.

“In some ways it’s a pity for SMOS that
we are the first L-band mission in space,
because we will basically look at all these
things as the first people,” commented Dr
Susanne Mecklenburg, the SMOS
mission manager.

The Chinese are possibly also working on
an instrument that will hopefully help in
switching off the sources over Asia, where
a large part of the contamination is
filtering through, Mecklenburg said.
(Taken from “SMOS Struggling With
Interference”, redOrbit, 5 May 2010,
www.redorbit.com/news/space/1860648/
smos_struggling_with_interference/
index.html?source=r_space#)

Central locking activated near
radio mast
Some years ago I was driving my car
through Battle, in Sussex.  Suddenly, for
no apparent reason, the central locking
activated.  I hadn’t touched anything since
both hands were on the steering wheel,
and the remote locking control fob was
on the key which was in the ignition (so
it hadn’t got accidentally squeezed in my
pocket).

I stopped the car and checked it over, but
everything seemed to be in order so I
continued my journey.  This was the only
occasion that the central locking ever self-
activated.

The significant thing is that the incident
occurred just as I was passing the local
police station, which had a large radio
mast.  I can only assume that they were
transmitting on a frequency which was the
same as, or close to, the legitimate
frequency used by my car for the remote
locking control.

Obviously this is nothing like as serious
as uncommanded and uncontrolled
acceleration, or loss of brakes, but it was
alarming at the time.
(Kindly sent in by a writer who wishes to
remain anonymous, on 29th June 2010.)

18 dead in TGV accident at
Buizingen, magnetic fields suspected
La perturbation magnétique d’un feu de
signalisation par des TGV est l’une des
pistes suivies par la justice belge pour
expliquer la catastrophe ferroviaire du 15
février en Belgique dans la commune de

Hal, en grande banlieue sud-ouest de
Bruxelles. Le feu de signalisation situé à
Buizingen, dans la commune de Hal, est
tombé en panne lundi, pour la seconde
fois en quatre jours, passant au rouge sans
raison apparente. Ces dysfonctionnements
font s’interroger sur les raisons de ces
incidents à répétition sur les lieux mêmes
de la collision qui avait fait 18 morts il y
a un mois.

L’une des causes possibles de l’accident
citées par la presse au lendemain du drame
était le non-respect d’un feu rouge par l’un
des deux conducteurs du train. Le journal
néerlandophone Het Laatste Nieuws
assure mardi que le parquet de Bruxelles,
chargé de l’enquête sur la catastrophe, va
étudier la possibilité d’expliquer les
pannes du feu de signalisation par “un
champ magnétique fantôme”. Le Syndicat
indépendant des cheminots (SIC,
minoritaire) pencherait également pour
cette piste. “Il semble que le conducteur
de train n’ait finalement pas commis de
faute ce fameux 15 février, mais que le
signal soit brusquement tombé en panne
en raison du champ électromagnétique
causé par le passage d’autres trains”,
indique un responsable du syndicat, Luc
Pauwels, cité par le journal. Infrabel, le
gestionnaire du réseau ferroviaire belge,
reconnaît que le feu est perturbé “par
quelque chose”. “Il s’agit peut-être d’un
champ magnétique, mais selon nous, la
chance est mince. Lors du dernier incident
lundi, il n’y avait pas de TGV à proximité.
Il est possible qu’un champ magnétique
vienne d’ailleurs, cela reste à examiner”,
a déclaré un porte-parole.
(Taken from the article: “Catastrophe de
Buizingen : la justice belge suit la piste
des champs magnétiques”, by Le Monde
and AFP,  16th March 2010, http://
www.lemonde.fr/europe/article/2010/03/
16/catastrophe-de-buizingen-la-justice-
be lge - su i t - l a -p i s t e -de s - champs -
magnetiques_1319934_3214.html#ens_
id=1306014. The TGV is a high-speed
railway train.)

Banana Skins are kindly compiled for us by
Keith Armstrong.

If you have any interesting contributions that
you would like included please send them,
together with the source of the information
to:  keith.armstrong@cherryclough.com

Although we use a rather light hearted
approach to draw attention to the column this
in no way is intended to trivialise  the subject.
Malfunctions due to incorrect EMC
procedures could be life threatening.

Banana Skins
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Punsters’ Paradise
After the CISPR meetings in October, the dust has more or less
‘seattled’. However, it appears that ‘seatllements’ on few, if
any, of the on-going problems were reached. (Groan!).

Digital Dividend
More and more it appears that for many the dividend will be a
negative sum! CENELEC TC210 secretariat has produced a
list of standards affected by the development.

Standards notified in the Official Journal
• EN 50083-2 CATV equipment CLC/TC209

• EN 50529-2 Networks using coaxial cables CLC/ETSI
JWG

• EN 55020 Broadcast receivers immunity CLC/TC210

• EN 55024 ITE immunity CLC/TC210

• EN 300 422 Radio microphones and assistive listening
devices ETSI ERM TG17

• EN 301 357 Cordless audio ETSI ERM TG17

• EN 301 489-9 Radio microphones and cordless audio
ETSI ERM EMC

Other standards
• EN 50083-8 CATV networks CLC/TC209

• EN 50117 Coaxial cables CLC/SC46XA

• EN 60966 Receiver leads CLC/SC46XA

• EN 61000-4-3 Radiated immunity basic standard CLC/
TC210

• EN 300 220 SRDs 25 MHz - 3 GHz ETSI ERM TG28

• ES 202 127 RF amplifiers for reception 47 - 860 MHz
ETSI ERM TG17

• Radio performance standards where relevant ETSI

It’s obviously going to be quite a task to amend all these
standards, and even more of a task, perhaps, to design, or re-
design, products to meet the new requirements.

As an example, TV sets connected to cable systems require
increased immunity to signals in the 790 MHz to 862 MHz
band, so as not to inject signals from the new users of the band
into the cable system. This requires changes to EN 55020, in
the form of Common Modifications to CISPR 20, the underlying
IEC/CISPR standard. The proposed requirements are 3 V/m,
with 80% AM at 1 kHz, except within 0.5 MHz of the tuned
channel, where the requirement is 1 V/m. Criterion A applies
(i.e. no unacceptable degradation of performance).

OFCOM presented a proposal, to a joint ETSI-CENELEC
standards group, for a standards development plan. It’s full of
undefined abbreviations and appears not to be available from
the OFCOM web site (which has one of those appalling search
engines that throws up thousands of bizarrely inappropriate
hits). It also includes pre-emptive demands that previous CEPT
work is not reviewed - at least, the parts it agrees with. It
advocates reviewing the parts it doesn’t agree with!

There are also grammatical errors in the report (but who bothers,
these days?). More serious is the technical naivety shown in
reporting filter attenuations (of a ‘low-cost filter’) to hundredths
of a decibel in the upper part of the 700 MHz band. Furthermore,
the conclusions are presented as assertions extracted from the
body of the report, with no attempt at providing justifications.
Finally, the URL given as a source of further information has,
of course, disappeared into the ‘404’ black hole.

CISPR 32 Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia
equipment - Emission requirements
This has reached the CDV stage (again!), after another huge
number of comments on the CD, in a document of 125 pages!
It has been decided to seek a vote on what are believed to be
non-contentious provisions, leaving other provisions to be
considered in new CD documents. If consensus on some of
these can be achieved in a reasonable time, they can be
combined with the main document in one FDIS (final voting
document).

This standard is intended to replace CISPR 13 and CISPR 22.
It seems that the latter will still be in use in several years time.

The separate CDs for unsettled (no pun!) issues deal with:

• Limits based on measurements in fully-anechoic rooms;

• Informative ‘limits’ in an additional Annex for
measurements based on GTEM cells and reverberation
chambers;

• Limits for outdoor units of home satellite receivers, and
an additional Annex;

• Additional texts on physical arrangements of equipment
during test;

• Revised text on the application of the Basic standard
CISPR 16-1-1.

CISPR 35 Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia
equipment - Immunity requirements
This project was set back to Stage Zero due to long development
time, so a New Work proposal (NP) had to be voted on. This
was only just approved: although 25 National Committees
supported the proposal, only six nominated experts to actually
do the work. However, the work will proceed more quickly
that with 25 experts all trying to dig the same hole!

The EMC Journal November 2010
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Thirteen quite significant points for study emerged from the
meeting of the relevant WG in July 2010. This meeting was
scheduled before the closing date for voting on the NP was
known, so the comments received could only be addressed
tentatively. A further meeting took place in Seattle on 14 October
(World Standards Day) and another is set for December.

CISPR Plenary
The scopes of CISPR and its subcommittees had to be revised,
and all but two have been approved. IEC Guide 107 needs to
be amended because observance of IEC Guides by committees
is now mandatory. This is actually very confusing, because some
Guides, not only Guide 107, include text that cannot possibly
be understood as mandatory. Expect problems, not the
responsibility of CISPR but of the Standards Management
Board.

CISPR/S (Steering Committee)
The Australian National Committee has raised fundamental
questions about emission tests on safety Class II (‘double-
insulated’) equipment, and another on inverter air-conditioners
which raises questions about conducted emissions between 9
kHz and 150 kHz, at present not required by most product
standards. Both of these need to be studied by several sub-
committees, so Questionnaires will be circulated at the end of
November 2010 with a two-month comment period. In view
of the holiday season, prompt action is indicated.

CISPR/F
CISPR14-1 and -2 are to be reviewed for maintenance, in
preparation for a CISPR/FWG1 meeting at the end of February
2011. CISPR 14-1 may be split into two documents. It was
decided not to consider limits for magnetic field emissions
below 150 kHz, because no complaints of interference were
known. The use of the new RMS-AV detector is still generating
discussions.

Amendments to CISPR 15 are running late and need to be sent
to CDV as soon as possible. The EMC requirements for LED
lighting systems are proving complex because of product
diversity and some unexpected test results. Task force meetings
will be held frequently.

CISPR/I
While waiting for CISPR 32 and 35 continues, CISPR 13 and
20 have to be updated. Measurement uncertainty has to be taken
into account as specified in CISPR 16-4-2.

WG3 had 61 people at its meeting in Seattle; this is too many
for effective technical discussion. This WG deals with CISPR
22 and 24, so the keen interest is not surprising. There is a need
to update both standards, but some proposed changes to CISPR
22 are controversial.

PLT
A large amount of activity is going on in the special CENELEC
Working Group. 22 document have recently been circulated,
but nothing indicates that a resolution of the problems is in
sight. The next meeting (at the time of writing) is on 8 - 10
November 2010, so we shall have to see what transpires.

Dutch offensive
The  Summer 2010 issue (No. 226) of the IEEE EMC Society
Newsletter (it’s a real ‘journal’) includes, among some valuable
stuff about partial inductance, an extraordinary attack by
Professor Leferink of the University of Twente on the current
European EMC standards. While no-one (certainly not me)
would say that they are the acme of perfection, the critique is
extremely unforgiving.

The article rightly says that conformity to a notified standard
gives only a presumption of compliance with the Directive,
and that the absolute requirement is in what was Article 4 of
the old Directive, now in Schedule 1, that the product neither
emits excessively so as to impair the operation of other
conforming equipment nor is overly sensitive to other emissions
that it may reasonably be expected to encounter.

The article goes on to show measurements of the EMC
‘background’ which are far in excess, at some frequencies, of
the traditional ITU-R P.372 values, at some sites, which is hardly
a surprise, since the sites appear to be industrial or, in one case,
an EMC lab! For these, CISPR 11/EN 55011 applies, with a
‘protection distance’ of 30 m . However, some of the results
were taken at 2 m from a source.

Then follows an astonishing claim that there are no generic
EMC standards , so EN 55011 and EN 55022 were brought in
to serve as ‘generics’. This is really not true; these standards
have been used to supplement the IEC/EN 61000-4- series of
Basic standards, giving more specific information on methods
of measurement, and, indeed in some cases, taken as references
for limits. But the real Generic standards (IEC 61000-6-1 to -
4) are also consistent (apart from a few details).

The subject of standards not covering the spectrum range for
DC to light is also addressed. There have indeed be a VERY
few cases where a significant emission has passed unnoticed
because the relevant standard did not cover the necessary
frequency range, but compared to the tens of millions of cases
where the standards have proved effective these cases are
absolutely minimal. It is, of course, necessary to balance the
cost of extended testing against the expected benefits. What
WOULD be unsatisfactory is the continuation of interference
because no remedial action was taken or, due to a legal quirk,
could be taken.

It should be understood that the European Commission employs
a very experienced EMC consultant to vet every EMC EN, and
he is definitely not easily satisfied. So manufacturers really
should be able to have confidence that a product that has been
shown to conform to the relevant standards can be marketed
with confidence, provided, of course, that the product does not
have a potential interference mechanism that is not detected by
those standards.

J. M. Woodgate B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng. MIET MIEEE FAES
FInstSCE
Email:desk@nutwooduk.co.uk
Web: www.jmwa.demon.co.uk
© © © © © J.M.Woodgate 2010
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By offering three new frequency
multipliers, Rohde & Schwarz is
extending the frequency range of its
microwave signal generators to
110 GHz. The frequency
multipliers in the R&S SMZ family
are the first on the market to offer
users the choice of either
mechanically or electronically
controlled built-in attenuator
options. Rohde & Schwarz
designed the multipliers as the
perfect complement to the
R&S SMF100A microwave signal
generator. In addition to controlling
the R&S SMZ frequency
multipliers, the R&S SMF100A
also automatically monitors and
corrects frequency and level values.
Users from the automotive sector,
research institutions and the
aerospace and defense industry no
longer have to perform time-
consuming and error-prone
correction measurements using a
level detector or power sensor.
From the development of parking
assistance systems to the use of

radar interferometry to scan the
earth’s surface – all applications
with frequencies up to 110 GHz –
even high-end signal generators
quickly hit their limits. This is why
users have to supplement their
generator with a frequency
multiplier. Up until now, if the level
also needed to be adjustable
(essential for LO applications, for
example), an external attenuator
was required and the entire setup
had to be calibrated.
The new R&S SMZ family from

Rohde & Schwarz substantially
simplifies this complex test setup
since, for the first time, no external
attenuator is necessary. Users have
the option of selecting either a
mechanically or electronically
controlled built-in attenuator for
their R&S SMZ model. The
electronically controlled attenuator
offers a dynamic range of 15 dB,
the mechanically controlled
attenuator a dynamic range of
25 dB.
The R&S SMZ family is the ideal
complement for the
R&S SMF100A microwave signal
generator from Rohde & Schwarz.
This combined solution simplifies
test setup and test execution: The
multipliers can be controlled by the
generator via the USB interface so
that the devices operate as a unit.
They can also be remote-controlled
over the R&S SMF100A’s GPIB,
LAN or USB interface. All settings,
such as output level and output
frequency are made on the
R&S SMF100A. Via USB, the

New R&S SMZ frequency multipliers with integrated attenuator deliver precise and adjustable output levels up to 110 GHz
generator receives all the data it
needs from the connected
R&S SMZ, in particular the
precalibrated frequency response.
This allows the R&S SMF100A to
make automatic corrections,
ensuring that the frequency and
level values at the R&S SMZ
output are the same as those set on
the R&S SMF100A. Conventional
test setups normally involved time-
consuming and error-prone level
measurements using a level detector
or power sensor. The
Rohde & Schwarz solution
eliminates the need for these
measurements.
The frequency multiplier family
includes three models, the
R&S SMZ75 (50 GHz to 75 GHz),
the R&S SMZ90 (60 GHz to
90 GHz) and the R&S SMZ110
(75 GHz to 110 GHz). All models
are now available from
Rohde & Schwarz.
Tel: +44 (0)1252 818888
contact.uk@rohde-schwarz.com
www.rohde-schwarz.com

SOFT-SHIELD® 4850 from
Chomerics Europe - a division of
Parker Hannifin – is highly suited
to the growing number of medical
applications that now exist due to
the rapid expansion and use of
electronics equipment for patient
care. The primary reason for the
EMI shielding material’s suitability
is that it uses silver plated fibres
rather than nickel to provide
electrical conductivity; contact with
nickel, commonly used in shielded
gasket materials, has been shown
to cause an allergic reaction in some
people and can result in dermatitis.
SOFT-SHIELD® 4850 utilises
multi-planar, Z-axis conductive
foam technology to help it deliver
shielding effectiveness of 95dB
average. The material provides a
low closure force, cost effective
shielding solution with excellent
through-resistance & compression
set properties.  This makes it an

ideal gasket and shielding solution
for portable medical equipment
enclosures. A selectively coated
pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA)
can be specified to help simplify
and speed assembly.
The material is can supplied in
custom profiles as well as
rectangular or square strip gasket
seals. Operating temperature range
is -40°C to +70°C.
Tel: +44 90)1494 455400
chomerics_europe@parker.com
www.chomerics.com

SOFT-SHIELD® 4850 EMI shielding gasket provides ideal
solution for medical equipment enclosure applications

Electronics enclosure manufacturer
Schroff has introduced a new range
of rugged 19in. cabinets that have
been specifically developed to
handle the rigorous demands of
underground railway applications.
Utilising an innovative cable-
channel design, the Varistar cabinet
achieves an impressive EMC
performance while significantly
reducing installation time by
allowing existing cable assemblies
to be routed into the cabinet without
the need for retermination.
Offering a static load-carrying
capacity of up to 800kg, the cabinet
features a closed rolled-steel frame
construction for high stability and
excellent resistance to shock and
vibration. Tests carried out in
accordance with IEC 61587-1
indicate a shock resistance of up to
5 g and an earthquake resistance up
to Bellcore Zone 4.
The new range includes standard
configured cabinets in two sizes of
38U and 43U. The smaller version
has overall dimensions of 1800mm
high x 600mm wide x 600mm deep
and features a single 100mm x
100mm cable channel. Equipped
with a 48VDC fan tray, it can be
specified with or without battery
shelves.

The larger 43U model measures
2000mm high x 600mm wide x
800mm deep and has a double cable
channel, which makes it
particularly suitable for use where
numerous cables need to be fed into
the cabinet. This model is equipped
with a 230VAC fan tray.
Front and rear doors are vented and
fitted with dust filters, and the
cabinets are finished in LUL-
approved LSHF (low smoke,
halogen free) light grey paint. All
plastic parts carry a
UL 94 V-0 flammability rating.
Tel: +44 (0)1442 218726
schroff.uk@pentair.com
www.schroff.co.uk

New rugged cabinet is designed for underground railway
applications

EMCUK 2011
The Racecourse, Newbury
11/12 October 2011
Don’t miss it.  Make a date in
your diary Now!
www.emcuk.co.uk
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Narda Safety Test Solutions has
extended the frequency range of its
Area Monitors AMB-8057 up to
7GHz, so they can also capture the
electromagnetic radiation emanat-
ing from WiMAX, WiFi, WLAN
and other wireless services, as well
as from industrial controllers. These
weatherproof monitors can be
installed wherever there is a need
to monitor and record potentially
dangerous electromagnetic fields
for long periods.
With a new 7 GHz probe, the Area
Monitors Type AMB-8057 from
Narda Safety Test Solutions now
cover the entire frequency range
from long wave up to wireless
services such as WiMAX, WiFi and
WLAN. They can likewise detect
industrial controllers that operate at
ISM frequencies around 5.4 GHz.
The use of GPRS to transfer
measurement results, e.g. to an FTP
server, is another new feature.
Safety and environmental agencies
or mobile phone network providers
can call up the results over any
Internet connection and then use the
software supplied by Narda to

collate and process the data and
make it available to their own
organizations or to the general
public. A simplified version of the
device without GPRS communica-
tion saves the measurement results
internally and is ideal for
measurement service providers,
who temporarily monitor the field
situation in public places,
residential areas, or the workplace,
and who need to record the results

Area Monitor monitors electromagnetic fields up to 7GHz
over a period of hours, days, or
weeks at a time. The data here can
be transferred to a PC via a serial
interface.
The new probe makes a linear
measurement of the electric field in
the frequency range 100 kHz to 7
GHz. A special version also allows
selective capture of the field
components emanating from
mobile phone services at 900 MHz
and 1800 MHz (GSM) as well as
2100 MHz (UMTS). The Area
Monitors are used to monitor and
analyze the electromagnetic field
situation where they are located,
save the results, and issue warning
messages if radiation exceeds a pre-
set threshold level. In this way,
transmitting equipment operators
can monitor and prove that the
relevant limit values are adhered to.
Several Area Monitors can be
linked together into regional
monitoring systems.
The Area Monitors can also be
fitted with different probes, e.g.
with one that captures the electric
field components from radio / TV
and mobile phones separately.

Narda also offers a magnetic field
probe for the 10 Hz to 5 kHz range
for measurements in the near-field
of high-voltage cables, railroad
overhead power lines, transformers
and industrial equipment where
high currents at low frequencies are
present. All the probes are isotropic,
i.e. they give a correct measurement
regardless of the angle of incidence
of the radiation. Every probe is
calibrated individually in the
factory. Narda can provide
internationally recognized,
accredited calibration on request.
The Area Monitors are independent
of external power supplies, having
batteries and solar cells. The
measuring unit, probe and wireless
modem are integrated into a
weatherproof housing. The
measuring station and mast
including the base weigh a total of
7.5 kg and can therefore be easily
installed practically anywhere.
Users can equip the measurement
station with their choice of probes.
Tel: +49 (0) 7121 97 32 777
support@narda-sts.de
www.narda-sts.com

TMD Technologies highligted its
wide range of TWT amplifiers for
EMC applications at EMCUK in
October.
The company's standard amplifier
range covers 1-40 GHz at up to 500/
1000 W continuous wave and 40
kW pulsed. With an international
reputation for design innovation,
TMD's UK-made products include

many novel, high performance
units.

TWT amplifiers from TMD featured at the EMCUK exhibition

The TTi HA1600A mains and
harmonics analyser has been
updated to include a full
implementation of the two
alternative special assessments for
Class C Discharge Lighting
equipment below 25 W, as specified
in EN61000-3-2.
The requirements of this standard
include the measurement and
display of the phase angles where
current conduction starts and stops,
and the phase angle of the last peak
of the current waveform in each
half-cycle. It also provides for a ‘no
limits below’ threshold in Class C
(standard lighting equipment)
measurements, with a default value
of 25 W.
In addition to the standards

changes, TTi has also improved the
way in which the phase angle is
reported for the phase of the peak
current. This gives a more useful
value with real-world distorted
mains waveforms (when the actual
peak is often beyond 105°). Phase
is now relative to the mid-point of
the two zero crossings of the
voltage waveform rather than the
actual peak of the voltage
waveform. If the mains voltage is
an undistorted sine wave, the result
will be the same.
Printed reports produced either
directly from the instrument or
through the new release of the HA-
PC Link software are enhanced to
include the extra information and
assessments.

The new firmware for the
HA1600A is shipped with all new
units. The update is available to
existing users as a free download
on the product support pages on the
TTi web site: http://tti-test.com/
support-tti.htm
The HA1600A is a fast, easy-to-use
mains and harmonics analyser with
a large high-resolution graphical

Mains and harmonics compliance analyser updated for Class C lighting equipment tests
display. Intended primarily as a
dedicated harmonics and flicker
analyser for compliance quality
measurements, it can also be used
as a general-purpose mains
analyser. The HA1600A is capable
of continuous real-time analysis of
both voltage and current. As a
general purpose mains analyser it
can measure watts, VA, Vrms, Vpk,
Arms, Apk, crest factors, THD,
power factor, frequency and inrush
current with a rating of 16 A RMS
continuous.
To view the data sheet go to:  http:/
/www.tti.co.uk/products-tti/text-
pages/rf-ha1600a.htm
Tel: +44 (0) 1480 412451
Email: info@tti.co.uk
www.tti.eu & www.tti.co.uk

Changing EMC testing standards
continue to produce new technical
demands, in particular the
increasing need for higher powers
over wide frequency ranges. TMD
is well placed to meet this
challenge, with its extensive
experience in designing and
manufacturing high power military
radar amplifiers.

TMD works closely with its
partners, antenna expert Q-par
Angus Ltd and BONN Elektronik
GmbH (solid state RF and
microwave amplifier technology),
to provide optimum sub-systems
for the EMC testing market,
particularly for HiRF testing.
Tel:  +44 (0)20 8581 5555
wecare@tmd.co.uk
www.tmd.co.uk
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Rohde & Schwarz has launched
the R&S ZVH, a portable cable and
antenna analyzer especially
designed to facilitate the
installation of antenna stations. In
the field, all acceptance tests are
performed quickly and easily with
this analyzer. Convenient wizards
help users effortlessly measure
antenna cables, filters and
amplifiers. Documentation is made
easy with simple tools for
generating test reports. Using the
R&S ZVH, installation teams can
set up substantially more antenna
stations than would be possible in
the same amount of time using
other commercially available T&M
equipment.
The rapid expansion of mobile
radio networks to provide users
with continuous coverage and the
demand for higher transmission
rates have required network
operators around the world to set
up more and more mobile radio
antennas and base stations – under
high time and cost pressure. The
new R&S ZVH handheld analyzer
from Rohde & Schwarz was
designed especially to meet such
demands. Two frequency ranges,
from 300 kHz to 3.6 GHz or
8 GHz, are provided to help

network operators, infrastructure
manufacturers and their service
providers install and maintain
mobile radio antennas with a
minimum of effort and time.
Rohde & Schwarz is the only
manufacturer to offer a cable and
antenna analyzer with wizards that
guide users through procedures in
individual, well described steps.
Even users who have no experience
with T&M equipment can, for
example, check cable faults using
the distance-to-fault (DTF)
measurement or measure antenna
matching and isolation.
Measurement errors due to
incorrect instrument settings are a
thing of the past. Network operators
can adapt the wizards in the lab to
their individual test report formats
and make them available to their

The new handheld cable and antenna analyzer from Rohde & Schwarz reduces antenna station installation time
service providers for use at the
antenna site. Predefined test reports
in various file formats make it easy
to demonstrate that assignments
were properly executed. The
R&S ZVH significantly speeds up
acceptance testing, reduces training
requirements and minimizes the
total cost of ownership.
The RF characteristics of the
R&S ZVH make it one of the best
analyzers in its class. It is the only
cable and antenna analyzer on the
market with a dynamic range of
100 dB, easily fulfilling the
manufacturer ’s guidelines of
> 90 dB required for repeater
measurements. The cost-effective
handheld analyzer replaces
conventional test setups consisting
of a signal generator and a spectrum
analyzer. The built-in DC bias
supplies power to active DUTs,
such as amplifiers, at both test ports
via the RF cable. This function is
especially useful for tower-
mounted amplifiers (TMA).
The handy, 3 kg light R&S ZVH
(194 mm × 300 mm × 69 mm) will
be a big hit in the field because it is
so easy to use: Key functions such
as the wizard are just a keystroke
away. Thanks to the upright format
all operating elements are at the

operator’s fingertips, even when
wearing work gloves, and without
having to set down the instrument.
Since the R&S ZVH analyzers
conform to protection class IP51
and feature splash-proof, dust-
protected connectors, they are
reliable tools even under adverse
ambient conditions. When fully
charged, the analyzer can be
operated for more than four hours
on the battery alone. If the field job
takes longer, on-site replacement of
the battery poses no problem at all.
In the long term, the R&S ZVH
cable and antenna analyzer is an
investment for the future: It comes
with options for spectrum and
network analysis and spectrogram
display which cover applications
such as spectrum analysis, field
strength measurements, signal
monitoring and interference
hunting. Using external power
sensors, the R&S ZVH can also
operate as a power meter. When
used with a directional power
sensor, the analyzer can
simultaneously measure antenna
matching and transmitter output
power up to 300 W.
Tel: +44 (0)1252 818888
contact.uk@rohde-schwarz.com
www.rohde-schwarz.com

New EMC RJ45 splitter
ideal for telecoms

applications

KEC, the Aldermaston-based EMC
interconnect specialist, has
produced a new EMC RJ45 splitter
that is fully screened and therefore
suitable for telecom applications
that require a high level of electrical
protection.
The KA0931 was commissioned by
Adax Europe, the subsidiary of
Adax Inc, the USA telecoms
specialist, and allowed KEC to use
its extensive EMC experience
gained in the defence and aerospace
markets to provide a highly
effective solution in the extremely
competitive telecommunication
market.
Tel: +44 (0)1189 811571
nicolaknott@kec.co.uk
www.kec.co.uk

The new EHP-50C field analyser
from Link Microtek provides an
ideal means of taking accurate
measurements of low-frequency
electric and magnetic fields such as
those found near power
transmission lines or electric
railway lines.
Manufactured by Narda Safety Test
Solutions, this compact instrument
is designed for isotropic field
measurements over frequencies
from 5Hz to 100kHz and achieves
a dynamic range of greater than
140dB. Built-in FFT spectrum
analysis capability enables the user
to measure only the contribution
from a selected source, e.g. a high-
voltage line, excluding other nearby
disturbing frequencies.
Using the interference-free fibre-
optic link supplied, results recorded
by the EHP-50C can be displayed
in real time either on a PC or on
the optional 8053-Display unit. The
EHP-50C also offers a stand-alone

mode, which enables it function as
a data logger for 24 hours, taking
measurements every 30 or 60
seconds and then stopping
automatically.
The instrument can handle electric
fields as high as 100kV/m with a
sensitivity of 0.01V/m and
magnetic fields up to 10mT with a

New low-frequency E-H field analyser is ideal for measurements near power lines

sensitivity of 1nT.
Powered by NiMH rechargeable
batteries, the EHP-50C provides up
to 10 hours' use in normal mode, at
least 24 hours in stand-alone mode
or up to 150 hours in low-power
mode. It weighs just 525g and
accommodates all the field sensors
and measurement circuitry in a
robust housing only 92 x 92 x
109mm in size.
The field analyser is supplied as
standard with a variety of
accessories, including a 10m-long
fibre-optic link, EHP-50C Logger
PC software, battery charger, plastic
pole, mini tripod, operating manual
and carrying bag.
For more details, visit
www.linkmicrotek.com and
www.radhaz.com.
Tel: +44 (0)1256 355771
sales@linkmicrotek.com
www.linkmicrotek.com
www.radhaz.com
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Introduction
Secondary emissions usually refer to ionising radiation from a
non-radioactive material that is as a result of being bombarded
with high energy radiation from another source. “EMC
Secondary Radiation” is a term that I use to encompass
unwanted electromagnetic emissions from any object that is
only present when the object is exposed to electromagnetic
radiation. As will be described below, a secondary emission
can be a straight forward reflection or involve mixing with other
frequencies or generation of harmonics. There is one other form
of secondary emission which is a reflection of EM energy from
a moving object which created Doppler shift.

Canary Wharf
The simplest example of “EMC secondary emission” is the
unwanted reflection of EM energy from a physical structure.
For example, when Canary Wharf in London, the centrepiece
of the Docklands redevelopment was erected, it caused a large
number of households to loose their television reception. The
energy from the TV transmitter was reflected away from the
TV receivers reducing the signal strength at the homes to below
a useable level. (Others might say the EM energy was attenuated
by the building – to those I beg their indulgence.)

This example is very basic however, in the next few paragraphs,
I will show other examples and how these can have serious
effects on the performance of electronic systems – particularly
radio systems.

Experience of secondary emissions (other forms)
I am a radio amateur, a hobby that is enjoyed by approximately
6 million across the world. The hobby extends far beyond “It is
are raining here also”1. When strange things happen most radio
hams will learn from the experience.

In my car I had installed VHF and UHF transceivers. These
were used to talk to other radio hams on the hour long journey
to and from work. Because the radio is simplex (not duplex
like a mobile phone) we need to take turns to transmit, an “over”.
This was the way I was using the radio at the time and so after
a few minutes of others talking, it passed to me to reply.  As I
started talking again on UHF, I was startled to hear my voice
coming from the VHF radio. This had not been happening on
the previous “over’s’” and so needed investigating

After checking that none of the others radio hams were
committing trickery, I looked for the reason that this had
happened. Occasionally, my voice would come over the VHF
radio but other times not. Sometimes the voice would fade in,
or fade out during my UHF transmission.  Gradually, I became

aware of a particular car being close by when my voice was
there. The same car would be many metres away when the voice
faded out or faded in, depending upon the increase or decrease
of separation distance between the two cars.

For the effect to exist there must be some mixing of frequencies,
with the resultant product falling into the pass-band of the VHF
receiver. Given the situation, it was far more likely that the
higher power UHF energy was getting into the engine
management unit or similar electronics. Once the UHF signal
is inside the electronics, there will be many frequencies with
which the UHF signal could mix – the resulting VHF signal
being radiated out of the EMU in the same way that the UHF
energy entered the EMU.

The correlation of the voice with the position of one other
particular vehicle provides the “evidence” upon which the
theory is constructed.   This was the first realisation of
“secondary EMC emissions”.

Thinking back, there have been other examples. In one, I could
talk to a person about 6 miles from my home on a particular
frequency but occasionally, communication on that frequency
was impossible. On those occasions, tuning 25kHz higher or
lower allowed communication to take place at significant signal
levels. This loss of link was eventually determined to be related
to the amount of gas in a local “gasometer” or gas holder. When
it was full or near full, a reflection from the metal of the holder
just-so-happened to cancel with the direct signal at that
particular frequency. When empty or near empty, the reflection
was not large enough to cancel the direct signal and
communication could be established.

So What? How does this affect products in
general?
The principles behind the above examples are basic physics /
electronics / communications theory. They are not limited to
the world of the Radio Ham but exist in the real world, the
commercial world – the world that has financial risk.

What about a manufacturer of a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle).
The UAV might be a large, missile carrying aircraft for use in
war-zones with a range of many hundreds of km, or it might be
a small camera carrying device for following stolen vehicles
with a range of 20km and flight time of 2 hours. Assume it is
the latter that you are designing and your particular task is a
video processor.

The design you employ keeps clock speeds as low as possible
and all good EMC design practices are followed. There are no
frequencies above 500MHz used in your equipment. The
processor is placed in its own screened enclosure and tested to
a suitable EMC standard – say Defence Standard 59-411

EMC Secondary Emissions – a cause for concern?
By Tim Haynes, Electromagnetic Engineering Specialist, SELEX Galileo Ltd

1 For those who are “not in the know” Google “Tony Hancock - The
Radio Ham”
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because this standard applies to military equipment and that
should ensure it is more than sufficient for a police UAV. The
results show no emissions above the noise floor to 18GHz and
there is no problem in respect of emissions at the 1.9GHz uplink
frequency and there are no immunity problems, even at the
2.4GHz downlink frequency.

The processor is fitted into the UAV and the first tests might
take place in a screened room. Everything switched on – radio
links up and down are working well. Next trial is a sortie on an
airfield at ranges of 1km or so; this shows no problems. (I will
miss out a few steps of design proving for the sake of getting to
the point)

The next thing to do is to demonstrate this UAV to the customer
– by following a car up the M1, which works for a while and
then, at 5km or so, it seems control is lost and the video feedback
shows the UAV heading straight for a coach with 50 children
on board. It goes through the windscreen at a combined speed
of 90mph and hits the driver on the head. With the coach out of
control, the children’s lives are lost as well as a few other
motorists hurt or killed in the ensuing mayhem.

The investigation shows that your processor was not built to
the required standard and was responsible for the loss of UAV
control. How? Why?

The screened box worked well and passed all the emission tests
to 18GHz but if the board design was itself good then the box
screening only needed to be minimal to meet specification.
However, minimal screening does not necessarily stop external
EM energy at higher frequencies, hence allowing GHz
frequencies into and out of the processor case. Once into the
processor box, and picked up on the circuit, there is little to
stop it mixing with the 500MHz processor clock frequency.

So the 2.4GHz plus and minus the 500MHz clock frequency
produces two new signals at 2.9GHz and 1.9GHz, the 1.9GHz
being the up-link frequency. As previously mentioned, the
screening of the case (the box) is not sufficiently good at these
GHz frequencies and the new 1.9GHz signal can exit without
significant attenuation. This then competes with the reception
of the 1.9GHz control signal. To stop the interference to the
uplink, the 2.4GHz downlink needs to be turned off but the
method of doing so is “jammed up” and the UAV cannot hear
the commands from the ground.

If you are having trouble with the above concept – think of the
wavelength of these frequencies as physical objects – also think
of the box as having holes through which these objects may be
“posted”. The 500MHz and its second and third harmonics
(1GHz and 1.5GHz) have wavelengths of 0.6m, 0.3m and 0.2m.
If the box has a 0.19m hole, then none of these wavelengths
“fit” and so the box keeps them inside. However, the 2.4GHz
(0.125m) and the 1.9GHz (0.158m) as well as the 2.9GHz
(0.103m) wavelengths can get through the hole in the box.

As the UAV flies further from the ground transmitter, the ground
to UAV signal reduces – this would have been fine if there had
not been a signal on the same frequency. The interfering signal
causes loss of reception of the ground control radio when the
ground to UAV signal can no longer compete with the emitted
mixing product on the same frequency. Hence the UAV spirals

out of control.

Of course, the above is an example, the UAV would be designed
to be stable on loss of uplink it might even have return-to-launch
point and auto-landing functions. But the point is made-
secondary emissions can upset the operation

How often are secondary emissions involved in an interference
scenario? Probably very often! UAV design should be a lot
better today but there are still no requirements being flowed
down to control secondary emissions. It is usual that many of
the intentional UAV transmissions are unknown to subsystem
designers – restricted on a need-to-know basis.

The cause does not need to be as complicated as given above.
On one occasion, a hardware trial was organised on a French
fighter. The equipment was fitted to the jet and the jet was rolled
out of the hangar onto the apron. Almost immediately, the
instruction came to put the jet back in the hangar as the airfield
was being jammed!

I examined the equipment – it had not been positively turned
on but the engineers were looking for a sneak circuit that had
powered the electronics. I set up a transmitter at one frequency
with a receiver looking at the harmonic frequencies with the
fundamental filtered out. This test immediately showed the
harmonics to be present. On further examination, the aircraft
equipment receiver was found to have a protection diode across
the receiver input. This diode had been the only active device
when the plane had been rolled out of the hangar – the receive
antenna receiving all the frequencies present at the airport,
mixing them together in a multitude of ways and re-radiating
the new and pre-existing frequencies.

My final story is one of a TETRA radio system installed in a
UK city. Once established, it was found that there were “radio
black spots” where the mobile unit could not communicate with
base because of RF shadows caused by buildings. Having
identified where these black-spots were, a repeater was installed
on another building to fill in those shadows. Then came the
real problem – the repeater could not hear the base station –
even though the base station antenna was line of sight with the
repeater antenna.

Unhappily the pole supporting the repeater receive antenna was
metal and produced an anti-phase reflection at the receive
antenna, cancelling out the direct signal. The costs escalated as
engineers checked and replaced equipment, feeder – even the
antenna, without realising the cause of the problem.

All that was needed was a change in the position of the antenna
relative to the mounting pole so the phase of the reflection would
have changed sufficiently to allow the link to work.

Doppler Shift – unwanted reflections from
moving objects
Air Traffic Control and Air Defence Radar work because there
are secondary emissions from the aircraft. Doppler Shift, is
created when the secondary emission has a different frequency
to the incident EM energy. This happens because the object is
moving away from or towards the original EM source, and this
movement effectively stretches or shortens (respectively) the
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reflected wavelength with the result that the frequency also
changes.

To prevent the radar seeing houses and other static objects and
cluttering up the radar screen, reflections (secondary emissions)
can be blanked when they have the same frequency as the
transmitted radar pulse. Wind-farms have moving blades that
reflect EM energy but they impose a fairly large Doppler shift
which – about the same as a small high-speed aircraft or
approaching missile.

Conclusions and final thoughts
The mechanisms that create secondary emissions are
understood, and they are used in the design of radio systems.
Reflectors are used in antennas, mixers are used in up/down
converters etc.. The accidental and uncontrolled existence of
either of these mechanisms can cause issues in certain
circumstances. Creating secondary emissions in electronics is
fairly well accepted – but what of reflections?

Do reflections have a place in EMC design? My view is YES,
certainly they do.

I also have heard people asking whether this type of effect is
covered by the EMC Directive…?

Quoting from Article 2.1.e of 2004/108/EC – “The EMC
Directive”

Electromagnetic disturbance’ means any electromagnetic
phenomenon which may degrade the performance of
equipment. An electromagnetic disturbance may be
electromagnetic noise, an unwanted signal or a change
in the propagation medium itself.

Reflections are covered by the Directive (as is absorption).
When the conditions are right, radio links will fail. Those
responsible for blocking radio reception by means of a structure
are just as responsible as those who block radio reception by
electronic means – by creating interference frequencies. This
generally does not apply to small items of equipment, say
smaller than a lorry. Large items have the capacity to disturb
the propagation medium to significant extent. If a workable
communications link is made inoperable by a building or
gasometer or even a metal-sided lorry, it is their problem to
resolve, e.g. Do not arrange a lorry park on top of a hill with
clear view of the transmit antenna – it is asking for trouble.

Secondary emissions carry more consequence when there is no
chance of the offending item of equipment being turned off – a
plane has a pilot who can take control, a UAV does not. If the
uplink is blocked by secondary emissions, then the offending
item may not be controlled.

However, secondary emissions CAN be controlled by
Engineering measures, applied to guard against the risks.
Forethought can help identify when the risks might be present
and design measures can be implemented to control these risks.

The decision to control secondary emissions must be based on
RISK assessment. If anyone had asked an RF engineer whether
Canary Wharf could destroy TV reception for 10’s of thousands
of households – they would (should) have answered YES – the

effect was predictable.

Finally, the stories above are not unique – take a look at “The
First 500 Banana Skins” which includes several other examples
of secondary emissions (numbers 142, 179, 267, 363). These
are described differently, usually as inter-modulation between
wanted transmitted signal (similar to the Jet incident above) in
a non-linear device – such as a diode, or rusty / corroded metal.

Banana Skins, numbers 267 and 363 are reproduced below for
interest.

From No. 267 (Saturn launches at Cape Canaveral (as it was
then)): “The spurious signals were caused by the multitude of
telemetry transmitters located on board to collect test data,
however, none of these were operating near the range safety
receiver frequency. Further investigation determined that the
various RF signals were ‘mixing’ and producing
intermodulation products in a non-linear circuit created by
metalwork that was not properly bonded, namely the hinged
cable tray covers and chain handrails on the gantry.”

From No. 363: “The study found that intermodulation between
some cellular phones caused emissions in the frequency bands
used by an aircraft’s GPS and distance-measuring equipment.
The report identified other combinations of common passenger
transmitters that could potentially produce intermodulation
effects in aircraft communication and navigation RF bands.”

Tim Haynes, Electromagnetic Engineering Specialist,
SELEX Galileo Ltd, 300 Capability Green, Luton, LU1 3PG
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to propose some experiments to
assess the possible impact on broadcast reception of recently
introduced PLT devices. It is hoped that broadcasters may be
able to perform them collaboratively, thereby achieving a greater
breadth of results without too daunting a workload for each.
With this in mind, some discussion of the experiments before
they are made is appropriate.

Why are these experiments needed? Isn’t this PLT topic old
news? The answer is that PLT devices are changing:
commercial/marketing pressure for home-networking products
to support higher bit-rate capacity means that much wider total
bandwidths are being used. Any emissions of the PLT signal
will therefore overlap radio services that were previously
unaffected, thus potentially creating new interference threats.
It is merely prudent for those potentially affected to assess the
situation.

BBC R&D is hoping to be able to make some of these
measurements. If any results are available by the time this paper
is presented, they will be included in the presentation.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 What is PLT?
PLT stands for Power Line Telecommunications, a way to
convey data signals along electrical power wiring. It is
sometimes called Power Line Communication (PLC), or
Broadband over Powerline (BPL). It can be used for two
different purposes:

• access — connecting homes to the outside world (e.g.
the internet) using their electric power supply (‘mains’)
connection

• home networking — interconnecting devices within the
home, possibly in turn connecting them to the internet,
whether this is provided by access PLT or some other
means, e.g. xDSL.

Until recently, only frequencies in the HF range were used,
with initial concerns relating to potential interference to HF
radio services from access PLT systems.  Home networking
PLT now appears to have overtaken access PLT in its likely
scale of deployment (certainly so in the UK). Both types of HF
PLT have given rise to serious concerns amongst radio users
about interference, and arguments about whether, how and to
what extent this might be regulated have continued for over a
decade without resolution.

2.2 PLT extends to the VHF range
Competition in the marketplace for home-networking products

has led to the desire to offer ever higher data capacity. This has
led to PLT home-networking devices making use of spectrum
above the HF range. Devices are now available which make
use of VHF spectrum that overlaps with the Band II and Band
III frequencies used for FM and DAB broadcasting respectively.
Reception of these forms of radio broadcasting is a popular
activity, so any risk of potential interference to it is one
potentially affecting a large number of listeners. VHF also
represents the core means of delivery for domestic radio
broadcasters.

2.3 Emissions are inevitable
The inconvenient truth about using mains cable for data
communication is that unwanted emissions, with their
propensity to cause interference to radio systems, are inevitable.
Mains wiring (cables and structure) was designed for power
distribution and not for data transmission. Furthermore, PLT
devices have to compete in the market with other networking
possibilities, leading to a natural desire to be able to advertise
a high data capacity. Basic engineering fundamentals tell us
that achieving high capacity implies using a high bandwidth,
or a high PLT-signal-to-(noise-&-interference ratio) or
preferably both. The first implies a wide range of potentially
disrupted radio services, and the second implies injecting a high
signal level into the mains, in turn maximising the level of any
emissions and making them more likely to disturb.

Now, the idea that injecting signals on to the mains causes
emissions which can cause disturbance to radio systems is not
new. It’s been happening ever since electric power tools and
appliances, and  later electronic equipment, have been available.
That’s why regulations like those drawn up by CISPR exist. In
such cases the signals injected on to the mains are only a by-
product of the normal operation of the device. The existence of
regulations to limit them obliges designers to reduce them to
acceptable limits, whether by fitting filter elements or simply a
better design. Manufacturers of appliances lose no functionality
by this, but they do incur some costs in both components and
design and manufacturing effort.

PLT devices are different, in that they are the only ones where
the injection of signals onto the mains is entirely deliberate. In
order to work at high capacity2, they must inject signals at higher
levels than is permitted for other devices under existing rules.
In effect they require to be treated as a special case, allowed to
inject at a higher level than ordinary appliances, and thus not
subject to the emissions limits applied to ordinary appliances.

Measurements of VHF emissions from PLT Devices

By Jonathan Stott, Jonathan Stott Consulting1

1 This paper was written for BBC R&D under contract and is © BBC
2010.
2 It may be asked whether this is always necessary. Injection levels
could always be traded downwards for lower capacity, while causing
less interference.
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PLT devices are also different in the way they inject signals on
to the mains:

• Non-PLT devices couple their unintentional emissions
by whatever accidental mechanism causes them.

• PLT devices tend3 to inject signal purely differentially
between L and N conductors. This partly occurs naturally
by the combined use of a coupling capacitor and isolating
RF transformer for safety reasons. However, it may also
be done in the belief (I believe misguided) that it will
reduce emissions, or at least appear to reduce emissions.

The accidental injection (by non-PLT devices) of unintended
signals onto the mains is relatively unlikely to be purely
differential between L and N. The unintended signals therefore
cause at least some common-mode current to flow along the
device’s power cable (and in turn along part of the house wiring).
Common-mode current flowing on wiring will cause radiation,
and thus potentially cause radio interference.

PLT devices, intentionally injecting signals differentially
between L and N mains connections are very different. If and
only if all the mains cable had good balance properties, likewise
all devices  plugged into the mains network, and if there were
no stubs, then any radiation would probably be negligible.
However, these conditions simply do not occur in practice.

Consider just the case of stubs, while everything else remains
magically ideally balanced. One type of stub, in this case on
the N conductor, would be caused by plugging a device or
mains-extension cable into a wall socket that is switched off
(by a single-pole switch, as is common in the UK). The RF
voltage between N and ground would cause current to flow on
this stub, with accompanying radiation. A stub could be formed
on the L conductor by the feed to a (single-pole) light switch
which is switched off. Current will flow on this stub as a result
of the RF voltage between L and ground. In general such stubs
will also cause imbalance, so that some common-mode current
flows along the mains network as well. Network and stubs will
all radiate, but note that the worst common-mode current need
not occur at the PLT device, but rather near the stubs. It is even
possible to imagine special cases where the balance of the mains
network is not disturbed but there is still strong radiation from
the stubs — for example if the stubs were to take the form of
the arms of a dipole.

Mains wiring has other topological quirks potentially giving
rise to radiation, e.g. the wiring to a light switch that is switched
on can take the form of a folded monopole.

For all of the above reasons, it is important to consider the
potential impact of any radiation from the ensemble of the mains
wiring connected to PLT devices.

2.4 What evidence exists already, and what is missing
from it?
There is documentary evidence of VHF emissions in the form
of a submission to the ITU-R. However it falls short of a
definitive indication that PLT devices will or will not cause
significant harm. Further work is therefore needed, but a look
at what has been done already will help identify what this further
work should be.

IRT measurements
These were reported to the ITU-R as Ref. [1]. The
measurements, performed by IRT4 Munich on behalf of NDR/
ZDF5 include results from some PLT devices that only operate
at HF, but the part of interest for our present purposes relates
to an initial investigation of some devices that were shown to
make use of VHF spectrum. Indeed, it was found6 that these
use the spectrum from 50 to 305 MHz, as well as making
simultaneous use of the HF spectrum from 2 to 30 MHz. It is
also explained that the use of the VHF spectrum depends on
the distance between PLT terminals — if the distance is too
great, then so too is the attenuation at VHF, and a point is
eventually reached where only HF spectrum is used, with an
appreciably lower data rate then being supported. This limiting
distance in these experiments was reported as approximately
10 metres7.

Radiated emissions were examined using a network of two PLT
devices connected to two notebook computers. Each was
connected via a 1.5 m extension cable, these two extension
cables being in turn connected via a third in the middle which
was plugged in to the local mains supply. The two PLT modems
were thus separated by some 3 m of cable in all, with the mains
fed in at the middle. Radiated emissions were then measured at
a distance of 3 m, with the measuring antenna at a height of
1.5 m. Measurements were made in a bandwidth of 120 kHz,
but for convenience using a peak detector rather than a quasi-
peak one8. Spectral plots are given of the emissions which are
described as exceeding CISPR 22 limits.

What is unfortunately not mentioned at all in the paper is the
actual impact on broadcast reception in the vicinity.

Ofcom report
The IRT findings are also quoted in a report [2] commissioned
by Ofcom. This report draws the conclusion that without
mitigation measures, there would be a high probability of
interference to broadcast FM reception. It therefore proposes
that so-called smart notching should be implemented in this
broadcast band. Smart (or dynamic) notching is a concept
originally proposed, demonstrated and standardised [3] for the

3  There may well be, or have been, exceptions to this.
4   Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH
5 Norddeutscher Rundfunk, Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen

respectively
6  By means of using a current clamp on the live wire. This doesn’t

give a calibrated indication of conducted emissions in accordance
with any agreed EMC standard but it is entirely adequate to indicate
what spectrum is in use by PLT, and its level relative to other ‘noise’
or ingress on the cable.

7   Presumably it is the combined effects of attenuation and selectivity
of the mains network that ‘kill’ VHF communication by the PLT
devices. We may infer that wiring practice may therefore affect the
limiting distance, which might therefore vary from home to home
and most particularly between the wiring styles used in different
countries.

8 CISPR 22 radiated emissions measurements specify the use of a
quasi-peak detector. Unfortunately this does not lend itself to swept-
frequency measurements of acceptable duration. Quasi-peak
measurements were originally specified in the days before digital
broadcasting; they are supposed to represent better the audible
impact on analogue modulation systems.
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protection of HF broadcasts. The PLT device senses which
channels in the HF broadcast bands are occupied with receivable
signals, and notches out those frequencies. It has, however, been
reported [4] that this technique can be limited by the effects of
intermodulation in the mains network (e.g. from rectifiers in
connected appliances) ‘filling-in’ the notches and thereby
reducing their effective depth. Note that no smart-notching
implementation has yet been demonstrated for PLT devices
using the VHF range.

An urgent need for resolution
We therefore know that emissions occur, and at levels giving
cause for concern, since in the reported experiment they
exceeded CISPR limits. However, it is not definitively
established and demonstrated that they deleteriously affect the
reception of FM or DAB radio by the typical listener in a typical
situation.

So there is a clear need to perform an experiment directly
assessing the impact on radio reception, in which:

• the wanted broadcast field strength is known (by
measurement)

    — ideally the site would be chosen having regard to
typicality of field strength, as predicted in the customary
way for spectrum planning. If we start with a site whose
field strength is representative of that which is predicted
for a high proportion of locations, then we immediately
answer whether we have a big problem. If this site is
relatively unaffected, then we should also test another
site towards the edge of planned coverage.

• representative portable FM and DAB receivers are used,
at representative locations for home usage, both battery
powered and mains powered and using their attached
antennas

• the PLT network is established over a fair distance inside
the home — far enough that the network is needed, and
the PLT devices are not running at lowest power because
they are immediately adjacent, but not so far that VHF
spectrum is no longer used. A good starting point would
be upstairs and downstairs rooms, not immediately above
one another, for a house, or diagonal extremities for a
bungalow or flat.

Other things which are lacking
We don’t have any adequate theoretical model which would
make it easy to predict the state of affairs without recourse to
field trials, and would make it easier to assess and if necessary
challenge any regulatory proposals.

A useful start would be to know the required protection ratios
for FM or DAB interfered with by the various PLT systems on
the market. This should mostly boil down to the number of
PLT ‘standards’/chip sets on the market, which should at least
be a more manageable number than the range of devices
themselves. Determination of protection ratios by practical
experiment is preferred to a theoretical derivation as in [2],
especially in view of the ‘new’ nature of the interfering signal.

Knowledge of the protection ratio would in turn specify the
maximum tolerable PLT-interference field strength at the

location of the receiving antenna (either rooftop, for an external
antenna, or wherever a portable receiver, with an attached
antenna, is situated) for a given wanted broadcast-signal field
strength. This would clearly put a sanity check on proposed
radiation limits: suppose a limit is set for emissions at say 10 m
from the PLT device9. If, for example, this emissions field
strength exceeded the level acceptable at the receiver antenna
it would imply that protection was only given for reception at
some distance greater than 10 m, which would clearly be
unsatisfactory as it would protect neither indoor reception in
the same house nor most probably reception in neighbouring
houses.

However, it isn’t just a question of protection ratio, since
interference may well also be caused by direct ingress into the
mains connection of mains-powered receivers, which is why it
would be good to test reception with both battery and mains
operation, since both are widely used by listeners.

Models to describe real mains installations (in the different
styles found in different countries) and how they radiate in
response to PLT injection are inadequate. Furthermore there is
a risk that the test configurations to be prescribed in regulations
will bear little relation to real-life situations.

It would also be good to try to confirm the ‘notch-filling’ caused
by intermodulation reported in [4]. In particular it would be
helpful to do this at VHF, in order to see whether the use of
dynamic notching for the FM broadcast band, as recommended
in [2], is actually a practical and sufficient mitigation measure.
Unfortunately no existing VHF PLT devices that implement
any form of notching in this range are known to the author at
the time of writing, so something special would have to be
generated for the purpose of the experiment.

3. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS TO
ESTABLISH INTERFERENCE RISK
3.1 Discussion & Preparation
As outlined in the discussion of §2.4, there is clearly some kind
of potential threat to VHF broadcast reception, FM and DAB,
posed by the latest PLT devices that use VHF spectrum, like
the one measured in the experiments of Ref. [1].

What we need to establish urgently is whether there will be a
widespread issue in practice (once the PLT devices are in
common use).

We therefore should repeat the experiments in controlled
conditions where we know the broadcast field strength. It would
be good to start with a situation in which the field strength is
typical — if there were a problem there, we by definition have
a serious issue. If this typical situation does not raise issues,
then we should repeat the experiment at another location which
is within, but near the edge of, a service area. If this too does
not have issues, we don’t have a significant problem. But
assuming it does have issues, then further locations between
these extremes would be needed if we wished to quantify by

9 The choice of 10 m in this example is not a random one; many
existing radiated-emissions standards are specified at this distance,
or even more. It may be extremely difficult to overturn such
precedents even though the reception location we seek to protect
is much closer to the mains wiring carrying the PLT signal.
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direct experiment what proportion of homes we would predict
to have issues. However, this last step may perhaps be avoidable
if we can obtain sufficient scientific understanding of the
problem to use prediction.

It would be good to start in a laboratory, if only to be well
rehearsed in the measurement technique before trying to use
people’s homes. However, it should be noted that experiments
in the laboratory have their own issues, and should indeed be
treated more as rehearsal than representative. Laboratories differ
from homes in several respects.

Factors possibly reducing PLT impact:

• mains wiring is probably less haphazard than found in
typical homes

• mains wiring may be run in ducts or cable trays offering a
degree of screening

• field strength of wanted broadcast signals may be increased
from that expected within homes at locations having the
same measured field strength outdoors because of extra
height above ground, e.g. if a high floor in a laboratory
building were used

Factors possibly increasing PLT impact:

• field strength of wanted broadcast signals may be reduced
from that expected within homes at locations having the
same measured field strength outdoors because of increased
screening implicit in the building construction: coated
windows, structural metal etc

Factors that merely confuse:

• the technical activities within the laboratory building may
increase the general ‘noise’ level on the mains wiring,
thereby making the PLT network have to ‘work harder’ than
typical for the distance in question, or even fail altogether

• the technical activities within the laboratory building may
increase the general ‘noise’ level at RF, thus causing
broadcast reception to be unrepresentatively poor, even
before any PLT network is established

• the same issue may make any field-strength measurements
within the laboratory difficult

Clearly it would be advisable to measure the wanted-signal field
strength both outside, in the way traditionally done in spectrum
planning (e.g. at 10 m for FM), as well as inside, so that any
unusual penetration-loss effects can be identified.

I take it for granted that the broadcaster will be able to furnish
coverage predictions, and to make outdoor field-strength
measurements at experimental sites using a measurement van.

A pair of PLT devices — preferably of the same type as used in
the experiments of Ref. [1],  for ease of comparison with the
previous work — should be procured, together with two laptops
set up to transfer files between them via the PLT network, with
some large files to keep the process busy.

A current clamp of known calibration in the VHF range will be
needed, together with means to use it to measure the RF current
injected into the mains by a PLT device, without exposing the
experimenter to undue hazard. For example, in the past BBC
R&D constructed a specific mains breakout box to suit UK
practice for this purpose. The L, N & E conductors were brought
out to separate double-insulated conductors which were of
sufficient length and flexibility that as well as enabling the
measurement of RF currents on the conductors individually,
they could also be grouped together and passed through the
clamp in combinations so as to measure common-mode or
differential-mode currents as well. Note however that I propose
that an arrangement like this should be used more to check
what spectrum is in use than to make any measurements needing
serious calibration.

Suitable broadcast receivers should be chosen to be
representative of those that might be used by listeners. Ideally
both battery and mains powering should be possible. Something
reasonably middle-of-the-range in price and performance is
perhaps preferred, but it might be worth having something
‘cheap-and-nasty’ as well, just to make occasional checks
whether some listeners unlucky in their purchases are
particularly disadvantaged.

3.2 Experiment I — In the Laboratory
All the following steps should be documented with sketches of
layout, distances, circuits used and photographs.

• Use a Screened Room to determine the noise floor of
the combination of measurement antenna and measuring
receiver and/or spectrum analyser that will be used. This
value should be clearly quoted in any documentation of
results to avoid any false conclusions being drawn about
the minimum level of noise ‘background’ emissions
observed.

• Establish a PLT network over as long a run as is
convenient within the room available. It might be best
to use an extension lead or leads as necessary to provide
a mains communication path that is not part of the
structured wiring, thus avoiding any undue shielding that
may be present in the laboratory, but not in typical
homes. Practice transferring files while noting the data
rate achieved. Use the breakout box, current clamp and
a spectrum analyser to confirm that the VHF spectrum
is used — if not, shorten the run until it is.

If it is found that there is a high level of electrical noise
on the laboratory mains supply, such that PLT
networking at VHF is either impossible, unreliable or
requires an absurdly short distance between PLT
modems, give consideration to the use of a mains filter
between the experiment and the laboratory mains.
However, it should be noted that it may not then be
possible to operate from a mains circuit protected by an
RCD. This is because the design of a filter intended to
provide substantial filtering more or less implies that
the leakage current drawn by the capacitors in the filter
is then sufficient to trip standard RCDs. It may in that
case be necessary to use a circuit (if available) which
does not have an RCD and due care must therefore
be taken to ensure safe working! The performance of
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the filter at VHF frequencies should be checked; some
such items may perhaps only suit HF measurements.

If the PLT network cannot be established in a sensible
configuration, abandon Experiment I and go to one of
the home locations of Experiment II!

• With the PLT network switched off again, attempt FM
and DAB reception with suitable portable receivers at a
number of locations in the room.

If this is not possible because of inadequate field strength
or excessive non-PLT interference, abandon Experiment
I and go to one of the home locations of Experiment II!

• Establish the wanted-signal field strength outdoors in
the customary manner, e.g. using a measurement van.
Measure a range of FM transmissions (the spread of
signal strengths from various services will in effect
model a range of different reception locations for a single
service). Repeat for the available DAB Multiplexes.
Back these up with field-strength predictions from the
broadcaster(s).

•  Attempt broadcast reception at a range of locations in
the room. At each location, note the subjective10 quality
of reception for a range11 of FM and DAB services, in
every case with the PLT network by turns busy, idle or
switched off. If possible also measure the wanted-signal
field strength (with PLT off) and the PLT interference
field strength12 at each location using the calibrated
antenna in as near as possible the same location as had
been occupied by the broadcast receiver. If possible
make assessments of broadcast reception when the
broadcast receiver is by turns powered by battery and
mains.

It will be clear that this could be a long-drawn-out
process, so practice in the laboratory to make it as slick
as possible will be a great help before imposing on
people’s homes.

• Try to make sense of the results obtained from the above,
and identify and resolve any difficulties with the
measurement techniques before progressing to field
measurements. If and only if this can be achieved,
proceed to Experiment II.

3.3 Experiment II — In the Field, at a ‘Typical’ Location
With the assistance of the broadcaster’s spectrum planning
department, a location which offers a ‘typical’ field strength
for the broadcaster’s main radio services should be found at
which lives a suitable volunteer who can be persuaded to offer
their home, for what is likely to be a day, in order to perform
measurements.

What is meant by ‘typical’ field strength is open to discussion.
If the information is available, I suggest either “the field strength
which is reached or exceeded at 50% of homes” or the slightly
different “the field strength which is reached or exceeded at
the homes of 50% of the population”. I say “if available”
because it may take some deducing: field-strength prediction
software can predict field strength in particular locations, having

regard to details of the network together with the terrain and
clutter surrounding the location. Thus field strength can be
related to % locations. However, this has to be combined with
knowledge of the population distribution in order to get one or
the other of the measures suggested.

The reason for suggesting 50%, and the particular definitions,
is simple. If we perform an experiment, and it shows interference
occurring, then it would imply that at least 50% of homes or of
potential listeners (according to which definition we use) would
suffer interference if they had the PLT devices in their homes.
This would be a clear indication of major difficulty and the
need for action. On the other hand if the experiment does not
reveal significant interference, then the potential problem is
less serious — more than half of homes or listeners would be
untroubled. In this latter case, further experiments would then
be needed13 to scope what % of listeners could be expected to
suffer problems.

It would be best if not only were the broadcast field strength
typical, but also the home is in some sense typical of listeners’
dwellings as well — neither absurdly large nor small, nor of a
very unusual form of construction or layout. It will also be
necessary to pick sites with access for a measurement van (for
the measurement of outdoor field strengths) and also with
reasonable access for the indoor experimenters, having regard
to the weight and unwieldiness of the test equipment.

As far as possible, the same experiments should be performed
here as specified above for the laboratory, with a few significant
exceptions or variations:

• The PLT network should be established in a way that is
as representative as possible of the way in which such
networks are likely to be needed and used. The two ends
should be in rooms that are reasonably well separated
(within the constraint that a check on the spectrum
confirms that VHF is still in use by the PLT network).
Remember that PLT devices are at least in part sold as
surmounting problems that WiFi is said to suffer from14,
e.g. linking rooms that WiFi won’t reach15. Use mains
extension leads, if at all, only in a way that the domestic

10 For DAB it may be possible to add objectivity as well; many
receivers can give a ‘signal quality indication’.

11 On the presumption that there will be a range of radio services
available, there should be a range of field strengths that with luck
will explore conditions from well-served, to typical to edge of
coverage scenarios — although there is a serious risk that edge-of-
coverage reception may not work inside a laboratory, for the reasons
already outlined.

12 Measurement of the PLT field strength will need to be performed
at a clear frequency adjacent to that of the wanted broadcast signal;
an on-channel measurement would be confused by the presence of
the wanted signal.

13 Or if, we are lucky, the range of services receivable at this first
location may have different field strengths that are able to model
this for us.

14 I can’t speak from personal experience of these ‘problems’ as WiFi
B/G (i.e. not even ‘the latest and best’) serves to interconnect all
rooms in my home, as well as the summerhouse at the foot of a
long garden.

15 The 10 m range for high-data-rate VHF PLT networking reported
in the IRT experiment is interesting in this context.
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user would have found necessary; if the PLT devices
can reasonably be plugged directly into a wall socket,
do so.

• Measuring antennas on tripods are very unwieldy things
to have in someone’s home16. Take utmost care not to
damage walls, furniture or bric-a-brac! You will not be
able to get the measuring antenna to all the broadcast-
receiver locations. Perhaps it will suffice to measure field
strengths at some mid-room location where it is safe to
deploy the tripod, together with making a broadcast-
reception assessment at the same place — as well as
any assessments in which the receiver in placed in more
domestically-customary positions on shelves or other
furniture.

• If an external FM and/or DAB antenna is installed at
the premises, then check whether reception using it is
affected by PLT operation, for the same selection of
broadcasts. If possible, connect it to the spectrum
analyser and note the spectrum with and without PLT in
operation. Note whether the house is supplied with
electricity by overhead or underground cabling.

• Try to establish the nature of the electrical installation,
noting anything unusual. If time permits, investigate
whether PLT interference levels vary with the sort of
changes to the mains configuration that arise in everyday
usage, e.g. switching lights on and off (especially 2-way
switched circuits); plugging in an extension lead,
switching it on and off at the wall socket17 outlet;
switching on and off at the wall socket any domestic
items that are already plugged in.

3.4 Experiments III-on — In the Field, at Other
Locations
These will be less urgently needed if the location of Experiment
II is well-chosen: it should give an indication of the interference
potential to broadcast signals of a typical planned field strength,
and thus tell us directly whether widespread problems are likely.
With luck, as well as being typical in relation to the target radio
network, there may also have been some other radio services
whose field strength is higher or lower than typical. If that is
the case, then some estimation of the proportion of listeners
potentially affected by PLT interference may be possible without
further experiment.

If not, then it will be necessary to try further locations, choosing
them to ensure that a range of expected wanted-signal field
strengths is explored.

In any case, if resources permit, it would be good to try multiple
dwellings. Different housing construction and different wiring
layout could affect the results. If a significant issue with PLT is
located it would be good to have a larger body of evidence that
this is so, in order to increase the strength of the broadcaster’s
argument.

4. FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The experiments just outlined in §3 should suffice to determine
whether the emissions at VHF of the latest PLT devices present
a serious risk of interfering with reception of broadcasting by
FM and/or DAB.

If they show there is an issue which needs to be dealt with then
it will be necessary to make proposals how such emissions can
be regulated.

Regulations have to be expressed in terms of repeatable
experiments; such experiments of necessity represent a more
or less artificial situation. The choice of this artificial situation
will determine whether the regulation (if adhered to) ensures
freedom from interference for the majority of listeners. To
influence this choice, further work will be needed in order to
relate the real-world experience that has been gained to the
type of measurement that it is feasible to make in the controlled,
artificial conditions of a conformance test. It will be important
to ensure that the conformance test does indeed test something
relevant.

No attempt will be made to specify further experimental work
here — we need the results of the first round of tests first. Note
however that if smart notching is intended to form part of the
regulatory solution it will be necessary to study further the
effects of intermodulation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Recently introduced variants of home-networking PLT products
have been found to make use of VHF spectrum (in addition to
HF), and therefore bring the risk that they might cause
interference to reception of FM and DAB radio broadcasting.
This paper has discussed what experiments might be performed
by broadcasters in order to determine the seriousness or
otherwise of this potential interference threat. If the experiments
reveal serious issues, then broadcasters will need to participate
actively in the process of specifying suitable regulatory measures.

It is hoped that some experimental results may be available in
time for the spoken presentation.
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FM Frequency Modulation (as used for domestic sound broadcasting
worldwide, in which case further subcarrier(s) provide stereo etc)

HF High Frequency (refers to the spectrum range also described as Short
Wave, officially 3 to 30 MHz but often interpreted as 1.6 to 30 MHz)

ITU International Telecommunication Union
PLT Power Line Telecommunications
RCD Residual-Current Device
VHF Very High Frequency (refers to the spectrum range 30 to

300 MHz)
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ABSTRACT
Recently, home powerline networking adaptors have appeared
on the market that transmit data via mains power wiring at bit
rates that are described as ‘Gigabit’. Such products are not only
intended for general purpose computer networking but also
multi-user high definition video streaming. In addition to
conducted emissions in the HF band, such devices also produce
VHF conducted emissions between 50MHz and 300MHz. This
paper considers compatibility of such devices with VHF radio
services including FM broadcast, civil aviation, mobile services
and DAB as well as the VHF amateur bands. Characteristics of
mains power networks at VHF are also considered.

GIGABIT POWERLINE NETWORKING
Powerline networking adaptors, sometimes known as PLAs use
a form of Power Line Telecommunications (PLT). PLA devices
have appeared on the market that transmit computer network
data via mains wiring at bit rates that are described as ‘Gigabit’.
Such products are intended for computer networking or multi-
user high definition video streaming using existing electrical
power wiring. Such devices use frequencies in the HF band
and also VHF if the path loss through the mains is not too high.

VHF Conducted Emission Tests
Although conducted emission testing is not normally performed
above 30MHz, VHF conducted emission tests were performed
from 30 - 300MHz in order to determine the spectral
characteristics of the PLA emission. A prototype LISN was
designed specifically for VHF use as shown in Figure 1. The
principle is similar to the CISPR ‘V’ type of LISN that is used
up to 30MHz. RF outputs RF_Out1 and RF_Out2 are two BNC
sockets that allow emissions on phase or neutral to be measured
relative to earth using a spectrum analyser or measuring receiver.
The unused output is terminated with a 50Ω  load RL plugged
into the other BNC socket. C1 - C4 are 2.2nF 400V a.c. Class
‘Y’ capacitors. This type is required for safety reasons but does
not have ideal RF properties at VHF, so two capacitors are
used in parallel to reduce the series impedance. L1 and L2 are
three turns of wire on clip-on ferrite cores, TDK type
ZCAT2032-0930. L1 and L2 each have an impedance of 200-
500Ω over the range 20-320MHz. L3 is a common-mode choke
made by passing all three conductors through a clip-on ferrite
core TDK type ZCAT3035-1330.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a VHF LISN

Figure 2 shows the construction of the VHF LISN on a copper
ground plane. The earth pin of the rubber mains socket is bolted
directly to the ground plane.

Figure 2. Layout of prototype VHF LISN

The VHF LISN was calibrated using a network analyser and
was found to have a small loss that increases with frequency up

Gigabit Powerline Networking and Compatibility
with Radio Services

Dr David Lauder, University of Hertfordshire
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to 3dB at 300MHz. This LISN transducer factor was factored
into the results. As these PLAs need to be tested as a
communicating pair, a ‘local’ PLA whose emissions were being
measured was plugged into the VHF LISN and this
communicated with a ‘remote’ PLA the other side of the VHF
LISN. The chokes in series with the phase and neutral wires in
the LISN attenuate the RF signals passing between the two PLAs
so that the measurement is primarily due to the ‘local’ PLA but
enough signal passes through the LISN to allow the two PLAs
to communicate. The PLAs have no earth connection and it
was found that there was no significant difference between
measuring the emission on the Phase or Neutral output in Figure 1.

It was found that the emission from the PLA was pulse
modulated and the duty cycle increased with increasing data
throughput. The PLAs were exercised by transferring a large
file between two networked PCs via a powerline network. This
resulted in a user data rate of 40 - 50Mb/s although the ‘raw’
data rate would be higher than this. The conducted emission
spectrum was measured at 2401 spot frequencies from 20 -
320MHz with frequency steps of 125kHz. A resolution
bandwidth of 120 kHz was used with Quasi-peak (QP)
detection. The results are shown in Figure 3. The vertical scale
is the conducted emission in dB(µV).

Figure 3. VHF conducted emissions from PLA devices

The power of the signals that are emitted into mains wiring and
could potentially be radiated can be calculated. Adding 6dB to
the results in Figure 3 gives the total amplitude into a 100Ω
load and this can be used to calculate the power in 100Ω.
Nevertheless, tests with 50Ω and 100Ω total load have shown
that the output impedance of the PLAs tested appears to be
approximately 250Ω. It has been calculated that the available
power into a 250Ω load would be approximately 0.9dB higher
than into a 100Ω load.

If the power into a 100Ω load is scaled from 120kHz bandwidth
to 1Hz bandwidth assuming the characteristics to be noise-like
then it has been calculated that a QP conducted emission of
74.8dB(µV) in Figure 3, measured using a VHF LISN is
equivalent to a QP PSD of -80dBm/Hz in 100Ω. According to
[1], the chipset used in the PLAs tested transmits with a QP
PSD of -80dBm/Hz at VHF. This PSD is reported to have been
selected so that PLT devices using this chipset can achieve
radiated emissions below the CISPR 22 limits. Whether this
can be achieved in practice clearly depends to a large extent on
the characteristics of the mains network to which the PLA is
connected.  It can also be seen from Figure 3 that some peaks

are up to 81dB(uV) which corresponds to a PSD of -74dBm/
Hz.

Figure 3 also includes part of the HF emission spectrum, from
20 - 27MHz for comparison but as this is measured in 120kHz
bandwidth, it is 11dB higher than it would be if measured in
9kHz bandwidth. The conducted emission falls between 27MHz
and 50MHz then rises again in a sharply-defined range between
50MHz and 300MHz. This range includes the 88 - 108MHz
FM broadcast band, civil aviation, mobile services and DAB
as well as the 50MHz, 70MHz and 144MHz amateur radio
bands.

Potential Radiated Emissions
A PSD of -80dBm/Hz means 10pW if measured in 1Hz
bandwidth. Hence the power in a bandwidth of 120kHz is
1.2µW. It can be shown that if all that power is radiated by an
antenna with a gain of 0dBi (i.e. an isotropic antenna) then the
field strength at a distance of 10m would be 767(µV/m) or
57.7dB(µV/m). This is 27.7dB above the EN55022 Class ‘B’
QP radiated emission limit of 30dB(µV/m) at 10m from 30 -
230MHz. If a VHF PLT device is to pass the EN55022 radiated
emission test, it needs to be connected to mains wiring with an
antenna gain of lower than -27.7dBi from 30 - 230MHz and
lower than -21.7dBi above 230MHz.

VHF Radiated Emission Tests
A pair of ‘Gigabit’ type PLA devices was tested by a reputable
EMC test laboratory. Radiated emission tests were performed
with horizontal and vertical polarisation at a distance of 3m
and were compared with the EN55022 Class ‘B’ QP limits
scaled for a 3m measurement distance. This particular product
failed the EN55022 Class B radiated emission limits by 12 -
14dB at some frequencies. If the radiated emission is due to
radiation from mains wiring rather than direct radiation from
the EUT itself, then it appears that the gain of the mains supply
to the EUT on the EMC test site was either higher than -28dBi
over a wide range of frequencies or the PSD of the PLA emission
was greater than -80dBm/Hz at some frequencies, or both.

To allow this product to pass the EN55022 Class ‘B’ radiated
limit up to 300MHz, it appears to need carefully engineered
and therefore unrealistic mains supply wiring that is well-
balanced right up to 300MHz. EN55022 does not define the
RF characteristics of the mains supply to the equipment under
test at VHF so there appears to be nothing to prevent this being
done in order to pass a radiated emission test.

The measurement by the EMC test laboratory would have used
a short length of mains supply wiring close to a ground plane.
Clearly the situation in an actual installation is likely to be
substantially different.

In-Situ VHF Radiated Emission Tests
A home powerline network was set up in a two-storey house in
the UK. One PLA was upstairs plugged into a socket inside the
rear wall of the house and the other was downstairs towards
the front. The two PLAs were on different ring main circuits.
The PLAs operated on HF and VHF bands simultaneously but
appeared to be operating near the limit of their range for HF/
VHF operation. It was found that if one PLA was connected
via a 1m long extension lead with a four way trailing socket,
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this caused the PLAs to stop using the VHF band and operate
on the HF band only. This also resulted in a reduction in
maximum data rate.

An HP8591EM EMC analyser with an HP 8447F pre-amplifier
and an EMCO biconical antenna was set up in the garden, 10m
from the rear wall of the house. The test equipment was powered
from an isolated supply using an inverter and a 12V battery.
The mains supply to a nearby garage was disconnected to
prevent any PLT signals from radiating from mains wiring in
the garage. A large file was transferred from the PC upstairs to
the PC downstairs, with the PLAs operating on both the HF
and VHF bands. Horizontally and vertically polarised
measurements were performed with the feed point of the antenna
2m above ground level. It was found that the vertically polarised
measurements were generally higher than the horizontally
polarised measurements and only the vertically polarised
measurements are shown.

The spectrum analyser was remotely controlled and was used
to make a series of 541 spot frequency measurements from
30MHz - 300MHz in steps of 0.5MHz with 120kHz resolution
bandwidth and QP detection. The result is shown in Fig 4 with
the vertical axis showing field strength in dB(µV/m). The lower
(blue) trace shows the ambient signals with the PLAs switched
off and the upper (red) trace shows the ambient signals and the
PLA radiated emissions with the PLAs transferring data.

Figure 4 Ambient signals and PLA radiated emissions

Although it is difficult to distinguish peaks in the PLA emission
from ambient signals, the ‘base line’ of the PLA emission in
Figure 3 can be seen clearly in Figure 4, particularly around
140 - 190MHz where the ‘noise floor’ is raised to 30 - 40dB(µV/
m). By comparison with Figure 3, it can be seen that this
emission ‘base line’ corresponds to a conducted emission of
approximately 68dB(µV) and hence a PSD of approximately -
87dBm/Hz.

It has been shown above that a PSD of -80dBm/Hz would
produce a field strength of 30dB(µV/m) at a distance of 10m
under ‘free space’ conditions with an antenna gain of -27.7dBi.
If field strengths up to 40dB(µV/m) are measured at 10m with
a PSD of -87dBm/Hz then it can be deduced that the gain of
the mains wiring as an antenna is up to 17dB higher than -
27.7dBi or approximately -11dBi at some frequencies.

The above measurement is based on one particular house with
a particular configuration of mains wiring and other connected

equipment near the PLAs. It is also subject to significant
measurement uncertainties as the test site is not calibrated, pre-
compliance EMC test equipment was used and no antenna
height scan was performed. Nevertheless, the mains wiring
appears to have an antenna gain that is substantially higher than
the figure that has been assumed by the designers of the PLAs.
If an antenna height scan had been performed at each frequency
with a conductive ground plane then it is likely that the measured
field strengths would be higher at some frequencies rather than
lower.

There is clearly scope for further work to characterise the
antenna gain of typical house wiring at VHF (and also at HF),
taking into account national variations in mains wiring practice,
different types of mains plugs and sockets and the effect of
nearby connected equipment.

Protection of VHF radio services
Ofcom has commissioned a study [1] on Powerline
Telecommunication Devices (PLT) operating between 2MHz
and 32MHz plus new devices operating up to 300MHz. The
purpose of the study was to estimate the likelihood and extent
of radio interference to various radio services over the next ten
years.

The Ofcom Report concludes that to reduce the probability of
interference in future, dynamic power control and some form
of ‘notching’ will be required, i.e. profiling the emission
spectrum so that the PSD is reduced over selected ranges of
frequencies. Static and ‘smart’ notching are mentioned but the
effectiveness of ‘smart’ notching and dynamic power control
have not yet been demonstrated in practice as devices using
these techniques are not yet on the market.

Section 10.1.1 of the Ofcom Report considers the antenna gain
for household wiring at VHF. In the absence of any existing
measurements of radiated emissions from PLT devices above
30MHz, the authors assume that the antenna gain of mains
wiring for PLT devices at VHF will be same as it is claimed to
be at HF, i.e. -30dBi with a variation of ±5dB to ±10dB due to
variations in the wiring. The report analyses the potential
interference to various radio services using the above gain figure
in all its VHF link margin calculations.

Section 8.7 of the Ofcom Report includes link margin
calculations for some VHF radio services. These include FM
broadcast receiver at edge of coverage where it is concluded
that under the conditions of the model, there is a -14dB
interference margin, i.e. a high probability of interference unless
mitigating measures such as notching are applied. If however
the antenna gain of mains wiring is taken as -20dBi with a
variation of ±5dB to ±10dB instead of -30dBi then the margin
becomes -24dB so without notching, there would be a high
probability of interference and not only at the edge of the service
area.

An analysis of Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) concludes
that DAB is 17dB less susceptible to PLT interference than
FM broadcast. This may appear to provide a positive
interference margin of +3dB for DAB but if the antenna gain
of mains wiring is taken as -20dBi instead of -30dBi then the
margin becomes -7dB, resulting in interference at the edge of
the DAB service area. Although the Ofcom report does not
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propose notching of DAB, this may be necessary if the analysis
is based on an over-optimistic assumption about the antenna
gain of mains wiring.

A similar analysis for Private Mobile Radio (PMR) equipment
shows there is a -20dB margin, i.e. the majority of users are
interfered with and notching is required to reduce the probability
of interference. If the antenna gain of mains wiring is taken as
-20dBi instead of -30dBi then the situation become3w worse
with margin of -30dB and deeper notches are required.

The PMR analysis above is also applied to VHF amateur radio
bands although the increased gain of some amateur radio
receiving antennas is not taken into account, leading to a higher
probability of interference to VHF amateur radio operators.
Even taking the antenna gain of mains wiring as -30dBi, which
appears to be optimistic, the report recommends ‘notching’ of
VHF amateur bands. It states that notch depths to -110 to -
120dBm/Hz can be achieved in practice but if the antenna gain
of mains wiring is taken as -20dBi instead of -30dBi then the
notches would need to be 10dB deeper, which may not be
feasible in practice.

The Ofcom report analyses interference potential to VHF (and
HF) aeronautical navigation and concludes that fixed rather
than ‘smart’ notching will be required to mitigate interference
to airborne HF and VHF users. As with VHF amateur radio
bands mentioned above, if the antenna gain of mains wiring is
taken as -20dBi instead of -30dBi then the notches for VHF
aeronautical bands would need to be 10dB deeper, which may
not be feasible in practice.

Conclusion
A pair of Powerline Telecommunications devices that transmits
high speed data via mains wiring has been tested. These devices
can use frequencies up to 300MHz if the path loss through the
mains network is low enough. A test method for VHF conducted
emissions has been devised and this test method showed that
the emission spectrum of the PLT devices had peaks that
appeared to be 6dB higher than the nominal PSD of -80dBm/
Hz for such devices.

In-situ radiated emission tests were then performed in order to
determine the antenna gain of typical UK mains wiring and
connected equipment. Although only one location has been
tested and the results are subject to significant measurement
uncertainties, there is an indication that the figure of -30dBi
that has been assumed in an Ofcom report[1] is somewhat
optimistic. If further tests prove this to be the case then the
interference margin calculations for VHF radio services would
need to be revised.

EMC standards such as EN55022 were intended to cover direct
radiated emissions from the equipment under test but they do
not adequately cover the situation where devices generate
intentional differential mode broadband VHF conducted
emissions into mains. This is because the conversion of
conducted to radiated emissions at VHF is not addressed by
such standards. This apparent ‘loophole’ in EMC standards is
currently being exploited by PLT devices operating up to
300MHz that claim compliance with the radiated emission limits
of EN55022.
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1 Introduction
This article is about how basic laws of physics result in a few
simple and easy to understand engineering principles, allowing
us to use good engineering practices in design and installation
that automatically result in the best signal integrity (SI), power
integrity (PI) and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).

Some years ago I was asked to help design the Diamond Light
Source [1] to help ensure that its instrumentation and control
would have such low noise levels that its electron beam would
meet its “beam noise” specifications, without requiring the
several months of “fiddling about with the installation” that (I
was told) has often been needed by other synchrotrons.

Since Diamond’s synchrotron is 700m in diameter, its switch-
mode beam-bending magnet power supplies consume many
MW of electrical power, and its beam accuracy (hence noise
specifications) were five times tougher than any previous
synchrotron, this was not an insignificant challenge! (Note: I
never identify customers unless they have given me permission.)

So I employed my understanding of the physics that underlies
electromagnetic (EM) phenomena, which I had been training
designers worldwide in for over a decade, to design the site’s
common bonding network (CBN*), cable routing, and the EMI
specifications for the equipment required.

The result was that when built some years later, Diamond met
its tough beam noise specifications from the minute it was first
switched on.

Figure 1.  A view of the Diamond Light Source, Harwell,
Oxfordshire, UK

Since then I have been employed by another synchrotron and a
large (Tokamac-based) fusion research project, all large
scientific projects consuming MW and generating huge amounts
of EM noise, whilst also requiring very sensitive and accurate
low-noise electronic measurements.

My training course module that covers what was needed to
design the Diamond’s CBN and cable routing is called “The
Physical Basis of EMC”, and was recently published as a book
[2] of the same name by Nutwood UK, the publishers of the
EMC Journal. It is a slim volume that aims to provide an
understanding of electromagnetic phenomena, in a way that
can be easily understood by practising electronic engineers.

Armed with these few basic principles, EMC issues are easily
visualised, and problems more easily solved, using only very
simple mathematics and plain English, at any level from printed
circuit boards (PCBs) to huge installations.

Practical experience by myself and many others on many
different PCBs, products, systems and installations worldwide
(including large professional audio installations in opera houses
and the like equipped with powerful variable-speed motor drives
(VSDs) for stage scenery and MW lighting control systems)
show that this understanding makes solving many types of SI,
PI and EMI problems almost a matter of routine, with none of
the usual “fiddling about” with cable shields and “earths/
grounds” to try to “get the noise out of the system”.

If you prefer a mathematically and scientifically rigorous
treatment of the topic of this article, rather than my usual touchy-
feely unscientific engineer’s waffle, read [3]. It comes to exactly
the same conclusions as to the practical design and construction
techniques required for systems and installations.

*CBN: A building or site has what is commonly referred to as a
safety earthing (or grounding) structure or network, comprising
of Protective Earth/Ground conductors and much of its metal
structure, all connected together and to earth/ground electrodes.
In IEC-installations-standards-speak this is more correctly called
a common bonding network, CBN.

For electronic functionality (signal integrity, SI, and power
integrity, PI) and EMC its connection to earth/ground electrodes
is immaterial, and so referring to earthing/grounding in a non-
safety situation causes huge confusion, and has delayed many
projects and compromised the SI, PI and EMC of many others.

2 External and internal EMC
Apart from DC issues such as the fan-out of DC signals or the
voltage drop caused by resistance in DC power conductors, all
SI and PI issues are just subsets of EMC, as indicated in Figure
2. We might call them “internal EMC” – the system or
installation interfering with itself. For more detail on this, see
Chapter 8 of [2].

Maxwell’s Equations,
Quantum Electrodynamics,

and good installation practices for SI, PI and EMC
By Keith Armstrong, www.cherryclough.com
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Figure 2. The topic of EMC also covers SI and PI

3 Everything has permeability (µ) and
permittivity (e)

All media and materials have conductivity, permeability (µ)
and permittivity (e).

In vacuum (and air): µ0 = 4π×10-7 Henries/metre
e0 = (1/36π)×10-9 Farads/metre

Other media and materials are characterised by their relative
permeability (µR) and permittivity (εR) – dimensionless
numbers, just multipliers for the vacuum permeability and
permittivity – so their overall permeability is:  µ0µR and their
overall permittivity is:  ε0εR

Permeability is associated with inductive energy, which we draw
as magnetic field lines.

Permittivity is associated with capacitive energy, which we draw
as electric field lines.

Conductivity (and its reciprocal, resistivity) is associated with
energy loss, i.e. the conversion of EM energy (magnetic or
electric) into heat energy.

The shapes of conductors, and the µ0µR and ε0εR of the media
or materials they are embedded in, cause inductance (L) and
capacitance (C), respectively. So, whenever there is a fluctuating
voltage (V) there is always an associated current (I).

And vice-versa: whenever there is a fluctuating current (I) there
is always an associated voltage (V).

In insulators (e.g. air): µ0µR and ε0εR cause effects similar to
inductance and capacitance, so whenever there is a fluctuating
electric field (E) there is always an associated magnetic field
(H).

And vice-versa: whenever there is a fluctuating magnetic field
(H) there is always an associated electric field (E).

Chapter 2 of [2] has more details on the above.

4 Because of Maxwell’s equations…
Everything that we call an AC voltage or current is really EM
power (Watts, i.e. rate of flow of energy), propagating as a
wave in the medium with velocity v = 1/√ (μ0μRε0εR)  m/s
(≅ 3.108 m/s in air or vacuum) and creating EM fields as it does so.

This applies to every kind of EM event, whether we call it
electrical power; electronic or radio signals; infra-red; light;
lightning, etc., and including all mains 50Hz power; analogue,
digital and switch-mode power and signals; radio-frequencies
(RF) and microwaves, etc., including all electrical, electronic,
or radio “noises”.

Figure 3 is an attempt at visualising an EM wave at a single
frequency, as it propagates in free space, and shows that the E
and H fields are perpendicular to each other, and also to the
direction in which the EM power is propagating.

Figure 3. Visualising a linearly-polarised EM wave in free space

A common way of visualising the E and H fields associated
with voltages and currents in conductors, is shown in Figure 4,
for a send/return pair of conductors shown in cross section. E-
field lines always terminate on conductors, perpendicular to
their surface, and H-field lines never terminate on anything,
and are parallel to the conductor surface.

These lines should be considered like contour lines on a
geographical map – they are not real, but their density indicates
the strength of the field (like the slope of a hill). So we can see
that the E and H field strengths are highest inbetween the send
and return conductors.

The electrical power associated with the current in the wires,
propagates along the length of the wires, perpendicular to the
surface of the page or screen you are reading this from.

Figure 4. Cross section of fields associated with a pair of send/
return conductors
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5 Because of the Law of Conservation of
Energy...

…there is always zero EM power at any point in space. The
EM power entering it must be exactly balanced by the EM
power leaving it.

If we ignore the reality of EM wave propagation for a moment,
we can see that this is Kirchoff’s current law, which has been
described as: “the sum of the currents at any point equals zero”.
Another way of putting this is to say that all currents flow in
closed loops. If some current could escape from a loop and go
wandering off on its own, never to return, then at the point
where it left the main loop there would be an imbalance in the
current – current would accumulate at that point, and the Law
of Conservation of Energy tells us this can’t happen in our
universe.

So we see that Conservation of Energy means we could rewrite
Kirchoff’s current law as: “the sum of the EM power at any
point equals zero”, hence the title of this section.

The send and return currents (really EM waves) from a circuit
node are emitted simultaneously, and propagate through the
impedances of the various media (air, conductors, etc.),
eventually meeting up and cancelling out to create what we
think of as send/return current loops.

All power, signal and noise currents of any kind flow in closed
loops.

So connection to the safety earth/ground electrodes has no
relevance at all for SI, PI or EMC.

6 But its really all because of Quantum
ElectroDynamics (QED)

I met my old Electromagnetics tutor, many years after leaving
University, and asked him how the return currents “knew” what
routes to follow to exactly match up with the send currents. (I
won’t mention his name, because I don’t want to embarrass
him with the physics that I’m mangling in this article.) He
recommended that I read [4], so I did.

I learned that propagating EM power (light is EM power) takes
the path of least time, which is also the path of least energy,
which is also the path that gives the best SI, PI and EMC possible
for a given geometry and media/materials (OK, you won’t find
this last conclusion in [4]).

To find out how EM power knows to do this, we have to
integrate over the whole of space and time, including negative
time. Apparently this means that with sensitive enough
instruments you could hear what the outcome of a horse race
would be, by listening to radio broadcasts from the future, but
unfortunately it would only get you a few femtoseconds into
the future – not far enough to give you the time to place a
winning bet!

Also, apparently, QED permits the power budget for a point to
deviate from zero for a few femtoseconds, but after that the
Law of Conservation of Energy insists that the power books
have to balance to zero once again.

7 What does this mean for SI, PI and EMC?
7.1 EM power divides between alternate paths

according to their admittances
In the “far field” of an EM source, E and H fields experience
the “wave impedance” of the media or materials their EM power
is propagating through.

In air or vacuum: √(μ0 / ε0)  = 120π Ω
(near enough 377Ω)

And in other media (e.g. PVC,
oil, fibreglass, etc.): 120π√(μR/εR)  Ω

These simple expressions only relate to the “far field”, typical
for radio transmission and reception, whereas in the “near field”
the impedance situation is more complex, and the dominant
effects on the impedance of a path through the air or other
dielectric are inductive and capacitive coupling – often called
“stray” or “parasitic” inductance and capacitance. See Chapter
2.4 of [2] for more on this.

For waves propagating along conductive structures, the medium
surrounding them has an important effect on impedance, but so
does the shape of the structures carrying the current and the
shape and proximity of nearby conductors – most especially
the return conductor(s), but any other conductors in the near
field will also have an effect. So waves propagating along
conductors can experience impedances that are lower, or higher,
than the far-field wave impedance of the medium surrounding
them.

This means that for an EM wave propagating along a conductor
(what we electronic engineers call signals or power) there are
always alternative paths, so its send/return current loop is never
a simple one.

For example, a significant portion of the wave power might
leave a conductor and continue on its path by travelling through
the air, if it sees that air path as having impedance comparable
with that of the conductor.

In fact, a given current splits to flow in alternative paths in
proportions according to their various admittances (the inverse
of their impedances). Sometimes just part of a loop will split
into several paths. The paths can be along conductors, or through
dielectrics or the air – it doesn’t matter – to a propagating EM
wave they are all just different impedances.

A proportion of the power in an EM wave always “leaks out”
of conductors, “escaping” into nearby conductors by stray
capacitance and inductance (what we call crosstalk) and also
into the air as far-field EM waves (what we call EM emissions).
Of course, what we are trying to do for SI, PI and EMC is to
minimise the amount of wanted EM power that is “leaked” from
our conductors.

Note that all loops, however caused, have to return exactly 100%
of the current back to its source, to comply with the law of
conservation of energy, so they must all connect at that point at
least.

This perspective shows us that – to achieve good SI, PI and/or
EMC – all we need do is control the impedances in the various
paths that are available to our wanted signals or power currents,
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so that they travel only in the loops we want them to.

If no signal or power current is “lost” to alternative paths, then
we must have no crosstalk, no emissions, and as a direct result
our SI and PI must be perfect and our EM emissions must be
zero.

And, as I will discuss in the next section, a physical structure
that has no emissions, of necessity has no interaction with its
EM environment, and so it must have perfect immunity.

Of course, such total perfection is impossible, but if we are
careful in what we do we can always reduce emissions to
sufficiently small amounts, and improve immunity by as much
as is needed.

7.2 All conductors are “accidental antennas”
A transmitting antenna is merely a conductor that intentionally
leaks its voltages and currents as EM power into the air. A
receiving antenna is simply a conductor that picks up voltages
and currents from the EM fields around it.

When a conductor is exposed to E, H or EM waves propagating
in its insulating medium (e.g. the air), its electrical/electronic
circuit experiences the same voltage and current noise as we
would need if we wanted to generate the exact same field pattern
at the conductors. This is called the Principle of Reciprocity.

When we don’t want our conductors to transmit (leak) some of
their EM power, or pick up noise from the environment, EMC
engineers usually call this “accidental antenna behaviour”. Some
call it “unintentional antenna behaviour”.

The Principle of Reciprocity also applies to accidental antennas,
so when a conductor carrying a current has imperfect control
of the wanted current loop that results in noise emissions, it
will suffer noise pick-up from its EM environment in exactly
the same way.

When electronic engineers are discussing SI or PI, they usually
call accidental antenna behaviour crosstalk, and they notice
that the same techniques that reduce the source of crosstalk
“aggressor” (the source), also help reduce the noise picked up
by a crosstalk “victim” – another example of the principle of
reciprocity.

7.3 Current loop size and coupling
The transfer of EM power from one conductive circuit to
another – whether this is intentional or not – is called EM
coupling. It can be described by “coupling coefficients” which
are, of course, frequency dependent.

The larger the area of the send/return current loop, the larger
its impedance (ignoring resonances, see later), and the larger
its E and H field patterns.

As shown in Figures 5 for E-fields and Figure 6 for H-fields
(and Figure 8, see later) the larger the current loop the higher is
the proportion of its wanted current that couples with “victim”
circuits, causing higher levels of noise currents flowing in
unwanted loops, increasing the waveform distortion in wanted
signals, and worsening emissions and immunity.

Figure 5. Example of E-field coupling

Figure 6      Example of H-field coupling

Figures 5 and 6 show us that it is important to minimise the
send/return current loop areas, for all circuits – whether they
are accidental transmitters or receivers of EM noise – to
maximise their SI, PI and EMC.

7.4 Power and signals in conductors have two modes
of wave propagation

Differential Mode, DM (also called transverse or metallic mode)
is what we call our “wanted” power and signals.

Common Mode, CM (also called longitudinal or antenna mode)
is caused by the stray, leaked, “unwanted” EM power when a
DM loop’s near-field E or H fields meet another conductor, as
shown in Figures 5 and 6 above. It also occurs when far-field
EM waves couple power from the wanted signal in its intended
circuit, to another circuit – accidental radio transmission and
reception.

Figure 7 shows the relative paths of the DM and CM currents
in a simplified system.
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Figure 7. An example of DM (wanted) signals causing CM
noises, for a ‘floating’ load

So our electricity does not all stay in the wire!

Some of it travels as stray CM currents, and like all currents
they must flow in closed loops.

Because the CM loop is generally very much larger than the
DM loop, and its field patterns are much more widely spread
as a result, CM is generally the major cause of “accidental
antenna” effects causing EM emissions over the frequency range
from 1MHz to 1GHz.

Figure 8 shows that CM currents also couple with “victim”
circuits through H-field coupling, just as DM currents do (in
Figure 6). I could draw another figure showing how CM
voltages couple with victim circuits through E-field coupling,
just as in Figure 4, but I’m sure you get the picture.

Figure 8. Example of CM H-field coupling

Reducing the size of the CM loop reduces its H-field coupling
into the victim, in the same way that reducing the size of the
DM loop does in Figure 6. And reducing the size of the CM
current loop also reduces the amount of E-field coupling into
the victim, in the same way as for the DM E-field in Figure 5.

So, just as it is important for good SI, PI and EMC to minimise
the area enclosed by all wanted (DM) current loops, it is also
important for all unwanted, accidental, CM current loops –
although in some applications it is not always easy to do.

7.5 Resonating conductors make perfect accidental
antennas

There are various causes of resonances in conductive structures,
at certain frequencies…

a) When the L and C reactances happen to be equal
b) Due to geometry interacting with wavelength

The second item concerns transmission-line matching. When
mismatched conductor characteristic impedances cause
propagating waves to be reflected, under certain conditions they
can cause standing waves to arise, which are resonances. This
is too complex an issue to go into here, but it is described in
detail in Chapter 3.2.4 of [2].

At resonant frequencies, loop impedances fluctuate wildly, in
the range between the conductor’s series resistance (possibly
just a few mΩ), up to the stray shunt resistance (possibly a few
MΩ).

Accidental antenna effects (stray couplings, whether near-field
or far-field) are significantly amplified by resonances, often
between 10 and 100 times (20 to 40dB), possibly more, affecting
both emissions and immunity equally due to the principle of
reciprocity.

8 What does this mean for installations?
8.1 There is no such thing as “earth” or “ground” for

SI, PI and EMC
Currents always flow in closed loops. So the idea that the earth/
ground electrodes provide a perfect zero-impedance sink for
throwing away unwanted electrical power, signals or noises
can’t possibly be true – it is a total myth, pure and simple,
having no basis in reality in this universe.

Even if a zero-impedance earth/ground could exist (which it
can’t, because everything has impedance) – if we sent some
unwanted current into it, the current would come back via some
other route to complete its loop. So, then: no sinks.

Earth/ground is only a valid concept (can only have any effect)
for human safety, where it an issue of preventing electric shock
by limiting the maximum potential differences that someone
could come into contact with, whether they are caused by mains
electricity leakage currents or faults, or lightning strokes.

Even when earth/ground electrodes are doing their thing for
safety reasons, the relevant currents still flow in closed loops.

Figures 9 through 12 show some examples of what are
commonly called earths or grounds, but are really just elements
of a building or site’s CBN. I will show that a system or
installation’s CBN is important for its SI, PI and EMC, by
helping return CM currents back to their sources with small
loops – but whether it is connected to earth/ground electrodes
for safety, or not, is of no consequence for them.
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Figure 9. This copper busbar is not an “earth” or “ground” for
SI or EMI

Figure 10. These are not “earths” or “grounds” for SI or EMI
either

Figure 11.  … these are also not “earths” or “grounds” for SI or
EMI

Figure 12. This is not an “earth” or “ground” for EMI or
lightning protection, and probably not for safety either!

Of course, I am not the first person to comment on the
meaninglessness of earths/grounds for SI, PI and EMC. Dr
Bruce Archambeault is an IBM Distinguished Engineer and a
mainstay of the IEEE EMC Society, and many years ago he
produced the graphic I have used in Figure 13, as a way of
making the same point I am trying to make here, only in a rather
more amusing way. Unfortunately, I no longer have the reference
for this graphic.

Figure 13. “Ground” is meaningless for SI and EMC

9 Applying these “tools” to a real-life example
I’m going to use the example of controlling the noise emissions
from a switch-mode power converter driving a motor with
variable speed (a VSD: variable speed drive), a real problem
for many installations these days. It is identical to the problem
of controlling noise emissions from magnet power supplies in
scientific installations such as synchrotrons like Diamond [1],
which use pulse-width modulated switch-mode power converter
technology too.

(A synchrotron’s dipole magnet power supply, for the magnets
that apply the brute force to the job of bending a relativistic
electron beam into a circle, often use thyristor power converters
instead. These are also a noisy technology and the same good
EMC engineering techniques apply.)

Because these techniques control field patterns to minimise
unwanted “noise” coupling, because of the principle or
reciprocity the exact same techniques also minimise
susceptibility, for example minimising unwanted “noise”
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couplings that add noise into electrical measurements.

9.1 The original installation design and its problems
Figure 14 shows an overview of the example, and Figure 15
shows that everything has stray capacitance to the building’s
or site’s CBN. For clarity I have not drawn the stray inductances
that also exist, but the same principles apply to their stray
couplings as discussed below.

Figure 14. Overview of the example

Figure 15. Everything has stray capacitances to the CBN

The rectifier and chopper in the VSD each produce large
amounts of noise currents and voltages at their fundamental
operating frequency (162/3Hz, 50Hz or 60Hz for the rectifier, a
few kHz for the chopper) and their harmonics, up to at least the
1000th due to their fast switching speeds (i.e. their short turn-
on and turn-off times). Figures 16 and 17 sketch the resulting
DM and CM current loops for the original installation of Figure
14. It can be seen that they travel widely, in very large loops all
over the site.

Figure 18 sketches the sort of field intensity versus location
that we would expect to see, on a plan view of the VSD’s
installation. Of course, it is only an illustration – a real-life
field plot of the “noise fields” would show all sorts of variations
that related to details of the site’s structure, electrical
installation, etc.

Figure 16. The original DM noise current loops occupy large areas

Figure 17. …and the original CM noise current loops occupy
very large areas indeed

When earth/ground electrodes and their dedicated conductors
take part in a send/return current loop path, they do of course
carry currents. In a well-designed installation, these will only
be CM (unwanted, stray) currents, and even then they will only
be a negligible fraction of the principal CM current loops.

Figure 18. Plan view of the original DM and CM noise field
distribution

Where Figure 18 shows a red-hued area, it means that other
electrical circuits in that area will be picking up more noise
than an area that is less strongly red coloured. Clearly, the
original VSD system will inject noise into the many electrical
measurements made by instruments on that site.
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9.2 Applying the fundamental principles – creating
small loops

We can very significantly improve the SI, PI and EMC of the
site by creating small DM and CM loops for the VSD’s noise
currents.

We do this by adding filters that prevent the passage of
frequencies (other than the fundamentals) into the mains
distribution network and motor cable, for both the DM and
CM noises. We also create small, low-impedance loops for the
CM currents flowing in the CBN, to keep them local to the VSD.

Just as we need an RF Reference Plane to even begin to control
SI, PI and EMC for a printed circuit board [5], or an electronic
cabinet [6], we also need an RF Reference Plane for a building
or site like the example used here. In a building or site we
generally do it by converting the CBN into a MESH-CBN – a
CBN that is designed to control up to a given frequency, by
creating a small enough size of conductive mesh. This is usually
easy and cost-effective, because most of the conductors already
exist – we just have to cross-link them at frequent intervals.

[7] describes MESH-CBNs, but [8] and [9] have chapters that
describe how to design and construct them in more practical
detail, and both include graphics such as Figure 19, the original
concept for which was drawn by Alain Charoy of AEMC,
France, in the mid-1990s.

Figure 19. Creating a MESH-CBN

Continuous metal sheet makes the best MESH-CBNs, and
provides the lowest possible impedance of any two-dimensional
metal structure up to any frequency. Meshed conductive
structures are effective only up to about 30/L MHz, where L is
the largest diagonal in the meshed structure, in metres. Actually,
they are not very effective at 30/L MHz, but they are quite
effective below 3/L MHz, and much better still below 0.3/L MHz.

However, MESH-CBNs (like any meshed conducting structure)
can be as bad as single-point (star) earthing/grounding at
frequencies above 50/L MHz – where they start to resonate. So
it is important to mesh the CBN finely enough, where it is to
carry CM loops with higher frequencies.

[7] shows that we can use different mesh sizes in different areas
of a site, to control different frequencies of the CM loop currents
flowing in those areas. So for example we can route all our
cables in sheet-metal cable trays and ducts (basket and ladder
types have restricted frequency ranges, like any mesh), better

still in solid metal conduit – multiple-bonding them at all joints
and both ends in such a way that they provide the optimum
loops for CM currents up to at least 100MHz.

These low-impedance “lanes” for CM currents will generally
be embedded in a site’s MESH-CBN that has much larger mesh
size, that may only be able to control CM currents up to, say,
1MHz. But if we design and construct our high-frequency CM
paths correctly, the CM currents will (mostly) flow just where
we want them to.

When we have our MESH-CBN, we place our filters, rectifier
and chopper units very close together on it, as shown in Figure
20. These units should be so close that we can electrically
interconnect their metal bodies with multiple short conductors.
Ideally they would be touching each other so that we can bolt
their metal enclosures directly together, metal-to-metal.

We then connect each of the units’ metal enclosures to the
MESH-CBN with multiple short conductors, directly
connecting them metal-to-metal where practical.

The purpose of the multiple short bonds and direct connections
between the units, and between the units and the MESH-CBN
is to provide very low-impedance, very small loops for the CM
currents.

The CM currents are coupled into the CBN by the stray
capacitances and inductances and so are unavoidable (see Figure
15). The CM filters in the mains and output filters inject the
CM currents that would have flowed in the wider installation,
into their enclosures, adding to the local CM current density.
The smaller and lower-impedance the CM loops we create, the
less CM current will split off and flow in the impedances of the
remainder of the installation, where they can cause interference.

Figure 20. The example with input and output filters, plus
multipoint bonding

Figures 21 and 22 show the effects of our modifications on the
DM and CM current loops, and Figure 23 illustrates the new
DM and CM field intensity versus location in the plan view of
the site.
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Figure 21. The DM noise current loops are now much smaller

Figure 22.  …and so are the CM noise current loops

Figure 23. Plan view of new DM and CM noise field
distribution

The CM currents automatically prefer to flow in the loop(s)
with the lowest impedance, so they automatically prefer to flow
in the route with the smallest loop area – the path with the most
compact field patterns – which is also the path with the least
“accidental antenna” effects.

These are the loops we created with our MESH-CBN, mains
input and motor output filtering and bonding. These loops
couple least into other circuits, and achieve the best SI, PI and
EMC.

9.3 All we have to do is provide low-impedance paths
for return currents

The fact that currents prefer the path with the smallest loop
area and lowest impedance, is the only way that I know in which
the laws of physics work with a designer, instead of against
him or her.

Computer field solvers show this phenomenon very clearly. For
example Figures 24 and 25, copied from [10] show that when a
bent wire carrying a current is routed close to a sheet metal
chassis that it is using as a return path (20mm in this example)
the return current flows almost exclusively in the metal that
lies underneath the wire, following its bent path, at frequencies
above 10kHz.

This is because the return path in the metal sheet below the
bent wire has the least overall impedance, even though it goes
around a bend.

It is important to notice that although the return current is
flowing in part of the metal sheet, the rest of the sheet is “quiet”,
and circuits using those parts of the sheet do not suffer any
noise from the bent wire current loop at frequencies above
10kHz. (and below 10kHz the impedance of the sheet is so low
that the voltage noise caused in the other circuits by the widely-
spreading return current are generally negligible).

Figure 24. Example of a bent wire with a sheet metal chassis for
its return current

Figure 25. Computer simulations of the return current path for
a wire above a plane

The red dotted lines in Figure 25 were drawn by hand by the
original authors, to help understand where the mean or average
current return path lies, from the colour gradients in the field
solver’s plot.
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The shortest DM loops are provided by:

• Twisting the send and return conductors…
• A coaxial return path around the send path (e.g. cable shield)

The shortest CM loops are provided by:

• A return path in very close proximity to the send path (e.g.
routing all DM conductors along elements of a MESH-CBN
designed/constructed to have low impedance for the
frequencies to be controlled)

• A coaxial return path around both of the DM conductor
(e.g. a shielded twisted-pair cable)

For these techniques to control noise emissions and
susceptibility, any metal elements in the return paths (DM or
CM) must be directly connected to the equipment at both ends,
in a way that achieves low impedance at the frequencies to be
controlled.

This means multiple-bonding the metal enclosures, frames or
chassis of all items of equipment directly to the MESH-CBN,
and bonding cable shields at both ends as discussed next.

10 Skin effect and its importance for
shielding and filtering

10.1 Basics of skin effect
Another basic principle that we need to understand, to complete
our “tool kit” of techniques, is called the “Skin Effect”,
described in Chapter 3.1.1 of [2].

We need to understand skin effect to make sure that what
appears to be a low-impedance path in a MESH-CBN really is
a small current loop, so that CM currents are encouraged to
flow mostly in the path(s) we want them to.

We also need to understand skin effect to be able to use shielding
and filtering most effectively – to increase the impedances in
the paths we don’t want DM or CM currents to take.

Skin effect arises because E-field coupling results in
displacement currents flowing on the surface of a metal, and
because H-field coupling results in an eddy current flowing
inside the metal, creating a field opposing the incoming field
(Lenze’s Law). In both cases, the currents flow mostly on the
side of the metal where the E or H field impinges.

The coupled currents from the E or H fields (whether they are
near fields, or the constituents of a far-field EM wave) flow
mostly near the surface of a metal conductor, depending on its
resistivity and permeability. The higher the frequency and/or
conductivity and/or permeability – the thinner the “skin”
carrying the majority of the coupled current.

Figure 26 shows an example of a copper sheet seen edge-on, in
cross section. For a DC source, the current density between the
two connection points on the copper is uniform throughout its
thickness (although a plan view would show some “current
crowding” around the contact points, as can be seen in Figure
25 for the DC and low-frequency cases.)

But for a 1MHz AC source the current has to flow all around the
edges of the plate to get to the contact point on the other side.

Figure 26. Examples of cross-sectional current density in a
copper sheet

In annealed copper, the skin depth formula (see [2]) tells us
that the current density in the metal reduces by 1/e (about 0.368,
or -8.7dB) for every 66/√f millimetres below its surface, when
f is in Hz. At 1MHz in copper, this means that one skin depth
(δ) is about 67µm, so if the copper sheet is 1mm think it
represents about 15 skin-depths at that frequency, attenuating
the current density by 0.36815, 130dB, or to about 0.3·10-6 of
the current density on the other side.

So only about one-third of a millionth of the current injected
by the contact on the top surface would penetrate through the
thickness of the metal sheet to the contact point on the bottom
surface. Instead, this DM current loop has to flow around the
edges of the sheet as shown in the bottom part of Figure 26, to
get to the other contact and complete the circuit.

If we were to drill a hole in the sheet, some of the current would
“pour” from the top to the bottom surfaces by flowing around
the edges of the hole. If it had a large enough diameter, it might
divert most of the surface current away from the edges, by
providing a lower-impedance path.

[2] provides sufficient information and references for accurate
calculations of skin depth for any conducting materials, but
Figure 27 provides some quick references for good conductors
like copper and aluminium.

Figure 27. Graph of skin depth (δ)δ)δ)δ)δ) for copper, aluminium, and
mild steel

Skin effect means that RF currents can’t flow through metal.
Above a certain frequency, most of the current has to flow
around the edges of a metal object, including the edges of any
holes, apertures, joints, gaps, seams in the object.
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Now that we have added skin effect to our EMC toolbox, we
can use it to help constrain DM and CM current loops to flow
where we want them to go, to minimise the leakage into
alternative loops, and hence further minimise field patterns.

10.2 Skin effect and good practices for cable shielding
and filtering

Figure 28 shows how skin effect keeps the internal and external
CM currents apart, in a well-constructed cable shield
termination.

Figure 28. Skin effect and good-practice cable shielding

Figure 28 shows us why the practice of terminating cable shields
with wires or via connector pins – generally called “pigtailing”
ruins shielding effectiveness above a few kHz.

Without the benefit of the skin effect, a larger proportion of the
internal CM currents will flow in alternative loops on the outside
of the enclosure or cable shield, and cause EM emissions. It
may not be a very large proportion, but it only takes 15µA of
internal CM current on the outside of a cable shield to fail the
Class A emissions limits for industrial environments – and a
VSD can generate several amps of CM current.

Also, without the benefit of skin effect, any external CM current
that gets onto the inside of an enclosure or cable shield will
cause noise in the circuits.

Pigtails are deprecated by [7], and Figures 29 and 30 are
different ways of showing how bad they are. Figure 29 was
very kindly provided to me recently by Alain Charoy of AEMC.
Alain is an independent EMC consultant based in France. Figure
30 is taken from [11].

Figure 29. Pigtails are very bad for cable shields!

Figure 30. Pigtails are really very bad for cable shields!

Figure 31 shows how we should use skin effect to optimise
filtering, by (once again) making it more difficult for the external
CM currents to flow in alternative internal loops and inject
noise, and for the internal CM currents to flow in alternative
external loops and cause emissions.

It only shows the filter as consisting of a capacitor, which is
typical of many signal filters, but mains and other power filters
will also have chokes, and may have two or more stages of
choke/capacitor combinations in series.

Figure 31. Skin effect and good-practice filter assembly

10.3 Applying shielding to the example installation
Now that we’ve added skin effect to our EMC toolkit, we can
investigate how to use cable shielding most effectively in our
example VSD installation.

Figure 32 shows our example with the mains filter that was
used before, but without the output filter and with a shielded
motor cable instead, with the shield terminated correctly at the
VSD and the motor frame (see [8] or [9] for details).

Most VSD installations use shielded motor cables, but it is not
unusual to find them using pigtails, single-ended shield
termination, and other very bad SI, PI and EMC engineering
techniques.

(Almost the entire electrical installation industry worldwide
believes – with an almost religious fervour – that cable shields
must absolutely not be connected at both ends, and that it doesn’t
matter how long a pigtail is, as long as it uses wire with green/
yellow striped insulation and is connected to something (like a
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water pipe) that eventually finds its way into the soil and so is
earthed or grounded.

Documented good EMC installation practices are now
mandatory in all EU Member States under the EMC Directive
2004/108/EC, and the next edition of the IEE Wiring
Regulations will require electricians to employ good EMC
engineering practices. So if any electrical installers read this
article, could I ask them to please bring it to the attention of all
the others, worldwide?)

Figure 32. The example, with a mains filter and shielded motor
cable

Figures 33 and 34 show the effects of this new design, on the
DM and CM loops in our example VSD installation, and Figure
35 shows a plan view of the sort of “noise field” distribution
we can expect when we do a proper job.

Figure 33. The DM noise current loops are now even smaller

Figure 34.  …and so are the CM noise current loops

Figure 35. Plan view of new DM and CM noise field distribution

10.4 Earth/ground loops aren’t the problem they might
seem to be

Connecting cable shields to the metal enclosure, frame or
chassis of the items of equipment at both ends allows the
unavoidable voltage differences around an installation’s CBN
to drive potential equalising currents through them. This causes
what are usually called “earth loop”, “ground loop” or “hum
loop” problems for badly-designed electronics, usually because
they do not connect their cables’ shields to their metal enclosure,
frame or chassis, but to their internal circuits instead.

These naturally-occurring currents do not cause problems when
electronics are properly designed for systems and installations,
and it is usually possible to modify problematic equipment by
adding galvanic isolation such as transformers and optical
isolators.

But creating a MESH-CBN generally reduces the common-
impedance of the CBN by so very much that the potential-
equalising shield currents are reduced to the point of
insignificance. See Chapter 5.1 of [2] for more on this topic,
and [9] for more detail on solutions.

11 These principles and techniques work as
well for immunity as emissions

These techniques employ the fundamentals of
electromagnetism, to make field patterns and wave propagation
as compact as possible – dramatically reducing EM coupling,
reducing emissions, and (by the principle of reciprocity)
improving immunity – helping to keep noise out of
measurements and making more precise control possible.

Some installations (e.g. Tokamacs used for fusion experiments;
powerful radio transmitters, etc.) create very powerful high-
frequency fields that can’t be reduced without compromising
their operation and functionality, and these can create DM and
CM noises in all conductors, especially problematic for sensor
cables. This kind of problem has been met many times before,
and Eindhoven University of Technology has been solving them
for many years using the techniques described above, see [12],
[13] and [14] from the 1980s and 90s.

Figure 36 is a photograph of a circuit breaker opening a high-
voltage power line under full load. Such electrical events
generate huge amounts of arcing, with correspondingly huge
levels of conducted and radiated noise emissions.
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Figure 36. A high-voltage power line’s air circuit-breaker
opening under full load

[12] describes a number of case studies including that of
oscillations of 250A at 400kHz when a 150kV HV line was
open-circuited. The oscillations are caused by the resonance
of inductance of the HV conductor with the stray capacitance
between the HV transformer and its tank, excited by the energy
released during the arcing when the circuit-breaker was opened.
Figure 37 attempts to reproduce the situation described in [12].

Figure 37. The HV oscillation problem

Such high levels of noise can damage the electronic measuring
instruments in the control room, and a typical measuring lead
from the top of the transformer tank to the control room, 23
metres long, was found to experience voltages with respect to
the Control Room’s CBN of about 2.3kV when the HV due to
the oscillation when the circuit breaker was opened. This is
caused by the noisy CM current flowing in the measuring lead
during the powerful oscillation caused by the arcing.

Figure 38 shows the progressive reduction in the transient
oscillation voltage at the control room, as the usual techniques
for reducing the effects of CM noise were applied. A two-
conductor steel-wire-armoured (SWA) cable was installed in
place of the measuring lead, in a rectangular steel conduit open
at the top.

With just one conductor used as the measuring lead, the peak
noise voltage during arcing was the same, at 2.3kV. Then the
parallel conductor in the cable was bonded to the top of the
tank at one end and to the control room’s CBN at the other, and
reduced the noise voltage on the measuring lead to about 600V.

Then the SWA was bonded to the top of the tank at one end and
to the control room’s CBN at the other, using circumferential
(often called 360°) bonding at each end (no pigtails!) and this
reduced the noise voltage on the measuring lead to about 20V
peak.

Finally the metal duct was bonded at both ends, tank and control
room, too, and the peak noise voltage during HV arcing and its
resulting 400kHz oscillation was only 1V.

Figure 38. The peak voltages at control room when circuit-
breaker opens

What was happening, was that the powerful fields from the
400kHz oscillation were coupling CM current into the
measuring lead, which due to its high impedance was causing a
high voltage to appear in the control room 23m away. All the
improvements had the effect of providing alternative paths for
the CM current, with progressively lower impedances than that
of the measuring lead.

In the end, with the cable duct bonded at both ends, the total
CM current flowing in the two conductors, SWA and cable duct
was about 25A peak – but the proportion of the CM current
flowing in the measuring lead itself had dropped to about
1/2300 of its original value, had been attenuated by about 67dB,
because 2299/2300ths of the CM current preferred to flow in
the new lower impedance paths.

Finally, Paul Bellomo of the Stanford Linear Accelerator facility,
SLAC, in California sent me some photographs of one of their
installations, one of which is reproduced in Figure 39.

Figure 39. Example of good installation
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Paul and his colleagues at SLAC have always had very firm
rules about creating “Facility Meshed Earths” that have very
low impedance, and routing all “noisy” cables in solid round
conduit or rectangular metal ducts with multiple-bonded metal
covers. All very good practices for the reasons described in
this article. As a result, they have rarely had any new accelerators
that suffered from noise causing SI, PI or EMC problems.

Clearly, construction methods such as those recommended here
add to the cost of building a new scientific experiment, industrial
plant, opera house or other installation, but this must be weighed
against the lack of delays in bringing it into service and meeting
all its design specifications, the downtime while it is fixed, and
the uncertainty of not knowing what modifications are going to
be necessary. Often, the cost of the modifications alone costs
much more than it would have done to construct the installation
correctly in the first place.

Of course, no-one has ever done a controlled experiment, but
all experiences so far indicate that it is reasonable to say that –
in general – by using existing metalwork as the basis for a
MESH-CBN, the additional cost of constructing new high-
power installations using the good EMC practices outlined in
this article is significantly outweighed by the reduced financial
risks.

12 Conclusions
Maxwell’s Equations, the Law of Conservation of Energy, and
Quantum Electrodynamics show us that all electrical and
electronic power and signals (and their associated noises) are
not simply voltages and currents but are in fact propagating
EM waves, with E and H field patterns that couple with nearby
conductors causing noise.

They also show us that all conductors are accidental antennas,
that everything has impedance – including the air – and that all
currents flow in multiple closed loops, splitting between the
various loops according to their admittance (reciprocal of
impedance).

So in practical situations in installations, a wanted (DM) power
or signal current flowing in a wire will never all stay in the
conductor loop the designer has created for it – portions will
flow in unintended (stray, CM) loops involving the air and other
conductors, including metal structures, causing noise currents
to flow.

The smaller the area of the wanted (DM) current loop, and the
lower its impedance, the less CM current will couple noise into
other conductors and contribute to radiated and conducted EM
emissions. Likewise, smaller-area and lower-impedance DM
loops will pick up less noise from a given EM environment,
providing better immunity.

CM currents cannot in practice be reduced to zero, but applying
the same techniques of providing them with small-area low-
impedance current paths also reduces the noise they couple
into power and signal conductors, and their conducted and
radiated EM emissions.

Connection to earth/ground electrodes is unimportant and
unnecessary for SI, PI and EMC (but not necessarily for safety),
and all green/yellow insulated and other protective conductors

should form part of the site’s meshed common bonding network
(MESH-CBN) that is designed and constructed to provide very
small loop areas and very low impedances for CM currents.

The fundamental laws also cause the skin effect, which can be
used to increase the impedances of inappropriate CM current
loops, encouraging more of the CM current to flow in small-
area low-impedance loops that are best for SI, PI and EMC.

The words “earth” and “ground” and their corresponding
graphical symbols should never be used in electronic and EMC
engineering, in equipment and installation design and
construction, because of the confusion this causes with electrical
safety provisions.

This very confusion has for many decades resulted in, and
continues to encourage, bad EMC practices that have damaged
economic performance at every level in the supply chain, from
warranty claims to downtime and poor quality audio, video
and electronic control.

But the principles of good installation design and construction
for SI, PI and EMC are very clear, easy to understand, and easy
for everyone to implement at low cost in practice, as I hope
this article has shown.
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